BEHIND THE SCENES

Sex trafficking can happen anywhere:
Unveiling sexual exploitation
in Alberta
ALEC WARKENTIN

T

he decision to do the cover story on sex trafficking
came simply with news that RESET, one of Calgary’s
longest-standing organizations set to helping
trafficking survivors, was set to hold a conference on
addressing the public on the issue in October.
When we started interviewing, we found out that
trafficking and sexual exploitation is still a massive
issue in places like Alberta.
When people think of sexual exploitation, the idea
that readily comes to mind is of those on the street
being forced to sell themselves for the profit of others.
However, though the red-light districts of yesteryear
aren’t as prominent or visible as before, the influx of
online escort services is nearly limitless. Liz Gibson,
program manager for RESET, explained that at any
time in the week, there’s women being exploited for
sex.
“There’s condo’s downtown… and there’s pimps
that own some of these condos, and they’ve got
stables of women in there, right now, at 1:30 on a
Tuesday afternoon, and they’re working these girls,”
Gibson said during our interview, referring to the
current time.
“They’ve been in that condo maybe for a month,
and then they’re moved somewhere else.”
Similarly, Detective Paul Rubner, who was in the
room while we were interviewing, chimed in to
note the frequency of trafficked women coming
from elsewhere in Canada on flights to the Calgary
International Airport at any point in the day, week or
month.
Those two facts floored me. Just because we
don’t see it, doesn’t mean it doesn’t happen. It was
then we knew that this was the issue we had to look
at further, as both a public service and a means of
addressing a problem still flourishing in the city.
(ALEC WARKENTIN)

T

he investigation into trafficking in Canada was
shocking in how often it happens here. Cases
with the missing and murdered indigenous women,
young girls being taken advantage of, and even organ
trafficking have happened in Canada. It’s harder than
ever to track down pimps and exploiters with social
media and back-end websites.
Labour trafficking with foreign workers is also a
prevalent issue, and one that isn’t spoken about
enough, leaving less information for individuals
to be aware of what’s happening in our society.
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Through using drugs and alcohol, victims are left with
addictions and little freedom, even when they do
finally get out. More than 90 per cent of the victims
of sex trafficking within Canada come from Canada,
according to government statistics.
In my interview with ACT Alberta, Jessica Brandon,
manager of training and education at ACT Alberta,
says ”I think it starts with being mindful about even
a how intersectionality impacts those who are
marginalized in our society, like at ACT we’ve seen
those that are marginalized in some way, whether by
poverty, race, gender, sexual orientation, are often
more vulnerable to becoming a victim of sexual
exploitation.” The awareness is what I wanted to
explore when writing this article, and addressing the
issues head on. (CASEY RICHARDSON)

ANDREA WONG

awong@cjournal.ca

former years. She revealed her early desire to belong,
her confusion and anger towards her family, the
empowerment she felt on the street, and her run-ins
with the law as she struggled to get clean.
However, there was no trace of bitterness in
Bellerose’s tone, and she credited it to the faith she
was introduced to during recovery. As she started
to find herself in God, she realized the brokenness
in herself as well as in her family, the women on the
streets and even the johns she encountered.
Her recovery was just as much spiritual as it was
physical. When she talks about life, she talks about
joy, freedom and forgiveness. Her future plans are
uncertain, but she is certain that her “purpose is to be
faithful and follow wherever He takes me.”
(ANDREA WONG)

W

hen I first met with Taanis
Bellerose, I caught her on
her way out from a Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women
meeting and on the way to a
filming for 100 Huntley Street. She
was brimming with excitement as
she listed all the opportunities
she had to volunteer and give a
voice for women being sexually
exploited .
“There are so many moments
that are so surreal in my life, and
I just go ‘Wow, Taanis, you’re
loved. There was a reason you
went through all that was so that
you can walk with others that are
going through it.’”
When Bellerose initially left the
streets, she swore to herself she
would never go back again. But
she says Creator had a different
plan in mind and put her on the
path to serve the people she was
once a part of.
“I’m just at this point where it’s
beautiful because I’m getting to
watch people around me change,”
she says.
As Bellerose delved into her
past, she wasn’t hesitant to share
every event that surrounded her
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION: ALEC WARKENTIN
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STARTERS

Multimedia Features
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Calgary Journal reporters have created their own multimedia websites surrounding specific issues.
Six different topics are addressed with history, information, videos, and investigative interviews.
Read the summaries to learn more and go online to see their full websites on
http://www.calgaryjournal.ca/index.php/uncategorised/4226-multi-media-features
FARM TO ROLL

By Will Cowan, Whitney Cullingham
and Miguel Morales
Cannabis has a long and storied history with
Canadians. However, thanks to prohibitive laws
introduced in 1923, most of that history has been
shrouded in a world of criminality. Now, the Canadian
government is looking to reverse the prohibition of
marijuana and make it finally legal for consumption
for a recreational market after 17 years of legal
consumption for medical patients. Read up on the
history and the business of legalization in Alberta as
the upcoming October legalization approaches.

INSTAFIT

FARM TO
ROLL
MINDTRAP

By Courtney Ingram, Natalie Valleau
and Breanne Kramer
Mindtrap dives into the world of the non-criminally
responsible (NCR). These are individuals who
committed crimes without a sound mind. Many
believe they should be locked up in jail like the rest,
others say that mental illness warrants them free
from full accountability and a chance to get proper
treatment. Our site takes a look at the numerous
perspectives involved within the NCR verdict.
Read about cases in Calgary, including Matthew
de Grood, Mike Filinger and those who have been
affected.
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By Abby LaRocque, Sarah Kirk and Deanna Tucker
Instagram’s influence can be an inspiration, or an
obsession, especially for those seeking a healthy
lifestyle. Three reporters take a look at how an app
currently hosting more than 800 million active users
can either help or hinder the pursuit of health.
From speaking with personal trainers to a
nutritionist, read up on the breakdown of social
media and how individuals can be mislead.

STARTERS
THE JORDAN DECISION

By Anna Junker, Logan Peters and Tyler Ryan
In the later part of December 2008, Barrett Richard
Jordan was arrested following an RCMP investigation
into a “dial-a-dope” operation in both Langley and
Surrey, B.C. The officers wouldn’t know at that time
that Jordan’s arrest would set off a chain reaction
of legal events that would lead to a Supreme Court
decision in Jordan’s name.
Learn more about the eight-year process and the
decision’s impact on the Canadian justice system.

PRICE FOR LIFE

By Polly Eason and Emily Thwaites
For many people wishing to start a family, pregnancy
is often a natural step in life. However, one in six
Canadian couples struggle with infertility, a number
that has doubled since the 1980s, according to
Fertility Matters Canada. Infertility – the inability to
conceive children biologically – can be both a male
and female concern. For those affected, medically
assisted reproduction through In Vitro Fertilization
(IVF) can cost up to $12,000 per cycle, a procedure that
receives no funding from the government of Alberta.
Read about personal experiences with In Vitro
Fertilization and the costs that come with it.

ALBERTA’S GAMBLING PROBLEM

By Kenneth Van De Walle and Patrick Gibson
Although it generates lots of money for charitable
organizations and other worthy causes, there is a
dark side to gambling too. It can be addicting and
can ruin people’s lives. Is it right to generate money
at the expense of the vulnerable? Read ahead to see
the true stories of gambling and addiction in Alberta.
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NEWS

A higher minimum wage won’t kill jobs
What is Alberta’s employment future with the upcoming hike?
CASEY RICHARDSON

crichardson@cjournal.ca

A

t least that’s what the Alberta Federation of
Labour (AFL) and the Parkland Institute at the
University of Alberta are saying based on their
studies of other cities and the data coming from
previous minimum wage increases.
The minimum wage increase to $15/hour hits
the province on Oct. 1, despite small businesses
petitioning for a freeze in the upcoming hike,
according to the Canadian Federation of Independent
Business (CFIB).
Eighty-nine per cent of Alberta business
owners surveyed by the CFIB urged the provincial
government to freeze minimum wage at the current
price of $13.60/hour.
“What we have seen is that Alberta was clearly in a
really, really bad recession and singular to Alberta. I
mean the effects of the collapse of the oil price really
hit Alberta more than any other place, even other oil
jurisdictions in Canada,” said Trevor Harrison, director
of the Parkland Institute at University of Alberta.
Alberta’s minimum wage rose from $12.20 on Oct.
1, 2016, to $13.60 on Oct. 1, 2017.
“Arguably, the raising of minimum [wage],
along with a series of other things that the NDP
government did, [was] basically to keep up demand
in the economy. I think that actually did allow Alberta

to ride out the recession much better than it might
have otherwise,” said Harrison.
He added that while there is a problem with the
province’s increased deficits and accumulation of
debt, “people will argue back and forth with how the
best way to deal with that,” but not raising Alberta’s
minimum wage would’ve left the province worse off.
“The absolute worst way of dealing with a recession
would’ve been to have massive layoffs, massive cuts
in the public service, not increasing rates for people
who actually need the money, because again that
would’ve simply added to the recessions, in fact really
made it much worse. Because again, you would’ve
been decreasing demand in the system,” said Harrison.
Looking into data from the 1970s, when another
large minimum wage increase was put in place similar
to what’s been happening currently, Siobhan Vipond,
secretary-treasurer of the AFL, has seen confirmation
that the same pattern of growth is occurring.
“We also had big jumps back in the 70s as well,
percentage-wise, which means we’re expecting the
same things. People who work in the province will
have additional money in their pocket,” said Vipond.
“And they will spend that money locally, and we’ll
see what we’ve seen right now which is the economy
is continuing to grow and small businesses are
continuing to increase in terms of their revenue and
that’s because people have money to spend.”
Harrison pointed out the past data shows very little

Harrison added that low-income earners are more likely to spend their money than store it.
6
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job losses overall, and the minimum wage increase is
important to keep up with inflation in the economy.
But, the unemployment rate in Calgary is still high,
sitting at 7.9 per cent last month.
“Minimum wage in most jurisdictions tend to end
up lagging behind the actual inflation rate, which
is a problem for people at the low end of incomes.
They’re constantly seeing their real incomes eroded
by inflation and so raising the minimum wage is one
way of actually trying to protect against the inflation
that exists in the economy.”
Vipond said that the fear tactics and the
arguments against minimum wage combined with
misinformation of who earns a minimum wage leaves
less opportunity to look into the facts.

“Retention is a very
important key to running a
smart business and you’re not
going to retain your staff if
you’re not treating them well,
and wages are part of that. ”
– Siobhan Vipond
“‘Oh no, there’s going to be massive layoffs and
businesses are going to go out of business’, that’s
not what happens. It’s because businesses react,
smart businesses.”
The research from AFL found some small business
owners pay more than the minimum wage already,
while the big box stores are more often sticking to
the lowest amount.
“We’re a consumer province, we all like to go
shopping, we all like to spend our money. But
those big box stores are all taking money outside
of our economy with the profits, and if they’re
doing that on the backs of paying people a poverty
wage, I think it is a responsible way to deal with our
economy, is to say our minimum wage rising will
help the economy and that’s what the evidence has
shown.” says Vipond.
Both the AFL and the Parkland Institute have
looked at other places that have also raised minimum
wage, such as Seattle, New York, and California.
“We are leading the way in terms of the $15-mark.
Of course we live in a province with the highest wages
in Canada, so it makes sense that we’re ahead of the
curve there because our section of wages should
match that, because when you’re a low-income

NEWS
earner in a more expensive province, it has a bigger
impact on you and your family,” said Vipond.
The majority of low-income earners in the
province are over 25, women, parents or singleparents and many are from marginalized
communities, according to the AFL.
“Low wage earners spend their wage locally,
they’re not putting their money in the foreign
housing market, they’re not putting their money
in a bank, they’re not,” said Vipond. “So it’s very
good for us when we have more people being
able to spend money in local grocery stores, local
restaurants, and just our local community, that’s
good for everybody.
Alberta has been lacking in economic demand,
meaning that while there are people who desire
goods or services, they don’t actually have the
money to pay for it.
“What we actually know about people who are
in the poorest wage categories is they don’t stick
the money that they earn in a sock and let it just sit
there, they go out and they actually spend it right
away, which is actually what you really want in the
economy,” said Harrison.
One of the large economic effects of raising the
minimum wage is putting more income in the hands
of individuals who will spend it locally. However, the
fine dining restaurant The Belvedere didn’t find this
to be true after being open for 19 years, and seeing
the decline start in 2015. In a report by Global News,
the rising minimum wage, faltering economy and
increased liquor taxes had taken too hard a toll for
The Belvedere to remain open.
“A lot of people only concentrate on their own
personal circumstance, not realizing how their
own personal circumstance is tied to larger factors.
For example, the small business owner that says, ‘I
can’t afford to pay X amount of dollars more to my
workers’, what that person is actually forgetting is
that somewhere down the street, someone else is
also paying an increased wage to someone,” said
Harrison.
Vipond adds: “It’s very good for us when we have
more people being able to spend money in local
grocery stores, local restaurants, and just our local
community, that’s good for everybody. It’s kind of
that idea where [Henry] Ford had the whole idea
where he was like, ‘I need my employees to be able
to buy a car from me’, and that’s the same thing.
We can’t have people who can’t afford to spend the
money in terms of where they’re working.
“Retention is a very important key to running a
smart business and you’re not going to retain your
staff if you’re not treating them well, and wages
are part of that. But the amount of money you
save by retention is huge, so the turnover is a very
expensive business model.”
Any wages falling below the $15/hour are
considered a poverty wage in Alberta.
“For example, clearly within Alberta it’s very
different from Newfoundland or New Brunswick,
and given the relatively high wage rate even today,
post-recession, people who are on minimum wage
are that much more disadvantaged compared

Most of the provinces have minimum wage increases planned in the near future.
with other people who are within their own
communities,” said Harrison.
Economic changes don’t “happen in three
months,” said Vipond. “These things take half a year,
or a year, so we would expect that this would be
reasonable but we would also think it’s reasonable
as a province that this needs to be looked at [on] a
regular basis.”
Although a few small businesses in Calgary have
closed or shut down secondary locations, such as
Screamfest hosting it’s last event this year, stating
in a report by Global News that the wage increase
changes their market.
“So are we saying by that that those businesses
that go out of business, the only reason they could
survive is because they had incredibly cheap labour.
But many of those businesses have had certainly
time to prepare for this,” said Harrison. “If they have
to pass on the cost, which again are pretty minimal
for wages, were not taking here $25-$30 an hour,
then so be it, because presumably, their customers
are also able to pay for that fairly minor amount of
increase in the overall wage portion of it.”
“What are people going to do?,” Vipond said. “Are
they going to lay a whole bunch of their employees
off or are they going to charge 15 more cents a
coffee? I would argue most people are just going
to charge 15 more cents for coffee and although

GRAPH: CASEY RICHARDSON

we can talk about how yes, pricing is expensive,
[for] a lot of people, 15 cents is not the difference
between having a coffee or not.”
The Bears Den Restaurant & Lounge closed in
January, blaming the increased wages and holiday
pay. In a report from CTV News, Scott Winograd,
General Manager and Co-proprietor, said that
prices would have to be raised 30 per cent to break
even, which would end up turning away customers.
Between July 2018 and July 2017, 25,700 jobs in the
service sector were lost, according to City of Calgary
data, including 8,800 in food and accommodation
services, which had the worst job losses.
Both Vipond and Harrison have seen the reports
and coverage that wage increases automatically
mean businesses shutting down, fewer jobs and
hours for employees, and a possible slow down in
the economy.
“But what the media has missed out on is paying
attention to the larger spread effects of minimum
wage on the economy and not bringing back to
the individual situation of the small operators and
how they might ultimately benefit from this,” said
Harrison.
“I think there should be a balance [in] reporting
this and let’s always remember who we’re talking
about. We’re talking about people who deserve a
minimum wage,” said Vipond.
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Beauty for Ashes

Taanis Bellerose spent more than half her life working the streets. Now she speaks at different conferences across Canada to bring awareness to human trafficking.
ANDREA WONG

awong@cjournal.ca

L

ooking out from a church, Taanis Bellerose
quietly watches as people pass by, a practice she
once spent entire days doing. Her eyes fall to a
particular corner she used to work, and she thinks to
herself, “It took me 30 years to go 25 feet.”
Selling herself on the streets for most of her life,
Bellerose did what she thought she needed to
survive. She learned the best spots to stroll, the most
profitable hours to go out, which clients to look for
and which ones to avoid. By the time she built up a
routine, she could tell if a date was happening just at
the sight of a car turning into a corner.
But her life took her down a road she struggled
to walk away from. Eventually working the streets
for drugs, her days cycled through overdosing and
chasing the next high. In her own words, Bellerose
had become “the lowest of the low.”
It’s a stark contrast to where she is today. At 49,
sober for almost seven years, Bellerose has found

8
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“another chance to live,” walking down a different
path of faith and purpose.

EARLY SCARS

Bellerose says her view of love was distorted from
a young age. She was born to Cree First Nations
parents who were both alcoholics and addicts.
As young children, Bellerose and her three sisters
were found at an abandoned house and were later
separated. While her sisters were sent to families in
the States, Bellerose was adopted by a woman living
in Calgary.
As part of the adoption agreement, Bellerose
would grow up knowing her biological relatives.
Every year she looked forward to visiting the
reserve where her aunties would spoil her and give
her attention. Between the ages of four to seven
though, Bellerose experienced sexual abuse from
male family members.
“I knew I didn't want to do it, but they were
making me do it,” Bellerose says. “The only reason

PHOTO: ANDREA WONG

that I knew it was wrong was because they'd take me
downstairs into the basement as soon as everybody
would leave.”
When Bellerose told her adopted sister about
what happened, she replied, “That’s normal. That’s
love.”
More family complications arose when Bellerose
discovered that her Uncle Johny, who had become
a prominent male figure in her life, was actually her
father.
“I was seven years old and remember that was
the day that it broke. Everything shattered inside
of me,” she says. “Anybody and everybody that I had
thought cared for me had lied to me.”

WHAT A GIRL WANTS

Bellerose’s adopted mother was a university
professor and a respected activist amongst
Indigenous communities. She often had friends
over for parties, and by the time Bellerose was five,
she knew how to make her mother gin and tonics.

Bellerose (left) at age five with her adopted sister Sandra (right) who later died from suicide.
PHOTO COURTESY OF TAANIS BELLEROSE
In between the busyness of their mother’s world,
Bellerose and her sister got “lost in the shuffle.”
While she was away travelling or working, the
children were usually left at home alone or with
a nanny. Though Bellerose believes her adopted
mother did the best she could, she passed on her
own broken past from also growing up without a
mother.
Bellerose’s adopted mother ran a strict and
sheltered household. Hugging was rare, and
instead of giving the children affection, she would
buy them things. Bellerose says she often felt like
she was a trophy child, and as hard as she tried,
she could never live up to her expectations.
After finding out about her father, Bellerose
didn’t know how to deal with the anger she felt.
She began self-harming, punching walls until
her fingers bled, stealing and getting kicked out
of school until, and at the age of 10, she was
sentenced to juvenile detention centre.
The detention centre had an adverse effect.
A majority of the youth at were boys who gave
Bellerose attention when her body matured at an
early age. It was also the first time Bellerose had
met street kids.
“They just liked me. It was this instant family,
and I wanted that,” Bellerose says. “You start doing
things you don't want to do or you know you
shouldn't do because you want that family tie
more.”
Bellerose also looked up to her adopted sister
who was four years older. She would follow her to
biker gangs and parties where she was introduced
to whisky, then weed, then hallucinogenic
mushshrooms.
“At the beginning I was terrified … but I wanted
to be friends with these people more than I
was scared, so I started doing it. At first it was a
rebellion thing, but then it just came to be where it

Bellerose at age six.
PHOTO COURTESY OF TAANIS BELLEROSE

gives you a false feeling of happiness, of control, of
power, and I just felt unstoppable.”

GROOMED FOR THE STREETS

From the age of 11, Bellerose was constantly
running away from home. One night while she was
walking around the neighbourhood, an older man
offered her beer and took her on a drive away from
the city. He schooled her on different sexual acts
to perform, which later involved other men, and
continued to pick Bellerose up until her cousin
called the police.
The next time Bellerose ran away, she wound up in
downtown Calgary where she became friends with
a girl from a prominent drug family. Her mother
would sell her on the streets and Bellerose says she
even administered her daughter’s abortion on their
kitchen table. The girl showed Bellerose that she
could make money selling sex, and she wouldn’t
have to submit to any man’s rules.
“The first guy had set the index down, and she
just filled in the chapters,” says Bellerose. “I was
drawn by the money and my own independency,
because my mom had overseen me in such a
structured way where you can't breathe.”
The following night, Bellerose and her friend went
to a hotel on Macleod Trail where they planned to
coerce a man. They ended up running away with
his wallet while he chased after them half-naked
down the street in the middle of winter.
“It was such a rush, and it was free money, and
now I could do whatever I want. I could go buy
whatever,” Bellerose says. “And you know what? I
never bought anything. None of that happened. It
always went to drugs or alcohol or partying.”
The time came for Bellerose to do her first date.
Women on the street had started going missing,
so her friend gave her a knife to protect herself.
But, her client could tell she was new and used the
same knife to rape her.

Bellerose, 20, and her biological sister Karen.
PHOTO COURTESY OF TAANIS BELLEROSE
Two months later, Bellerose found herself in
another bad situation where she ended up being
gang raped. Her adopted mother found out she
was pregnant and told her it was her fault. That
Christmas they went to Hawaii to have an abortion
just before Bellerose’s 13th birthday.
Despite her experiences, Bellerose was not
deterred from going back to the streets.
“After that first time I got raped, boom, instant
seven-year-old kid again. ‘I don't give a f*ck. I'll just
do whatever I need to survive.’ Nothing was going
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Bellerose, 23, in Vancourver with two of her children Rick (left) and Dawn (right).
PHOTO COURTESY OF TAANIS BELLEROSE
to take me down. Nothing was going to stop me,
and if it did, who cared?”
Bellerose’s survival instinct would aid her on the
street. As she began people watching, she learned
the areas the johns would frequent: The French Maid,
Cecil Hotel, Victoria Park and King Edward Hotel, to
name a few.
Two to 10 a.m. were her favourite times to work,
but she also took advantage of less ideal conditions.
“I would fearlessly be out in the rain. I would be the
only one, so I knew I would get picked up. I would
always go out at the times that nobody else would
go.”
Still, Bellerose was wary of how some of the other
women were treated, so she never had a pimp. The
community of sex workers in Calgary was a small,
tight-knit group. They would look out for one another
and when someone went missing, they would be the
first ones to know.
“I remember some of my girlfriends [who had
pimps] being in tears, their feet hurting, their backs
hurting, and they had a quota to finish or they
couldn't go to sleep.”

ENTRENCHED IN A CYCLE OF
ADDICTION

When Bellerose overdosed from her first high, she
was addicted. But life on the streets caused her usage
to spiral.
Any time Bellerose went out to work, she would get
high to detach herself from what she was about to
do. She took “everything and anything,” overdosing
so frequently she would routinely go to an apartment
where someone could see her on the security camera
and ensure she didn’t die.
“You take yourself out of your body, and as soon
as you're done, you're feeding yourself everything.
That's why I OD'd all the time. I was just trying to be
able to focus on something else.”
Bellerose briefly moved to Vancouver where she
10
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Bellerose, 19, at her biological sister Brenda’s wedding. (Left to right) Sisters Karen and Brenda
(both have passed away), her birth mother, Bellerose, Kokum Lee and sister Lisa, who was born
after Bellerose was adopted.
PHOTO COURTESY OF TAANIS BELLEROSE

went to a treatment centre, but it only worsened her
situation. Once she got out she was back to working
the streets in downtown Vancouver where she got
hooked on smoking heroin.
Three years later she returned to Calgary and met a
boyfriend who would supposedly change everything.
They started a family together, bought a house with a
white picket fence and worked steady jobs. Bellerose
realized she finally had everything she thought she
wanted. For a moment she was happy, but it didn’t

“It was just a routine
structure that I had
done. It was a sick
love. You didn’t want it,
but you wanted it.”
–Taanis Bellerose

the bar scene, she took cocaine as well to help her
stay awake and sell more.
However, even when she was making enough
money, she was still selling herself on the street.
“It was just a routine structure that I had done. It
was a sick love. You didn't want it, but you wanted
it.”
For a few minutes of sex, Bellerose would have
someone to talk to and party with afterwards. It
gave her a sense of intimacy and relationship.
“You would have the johns tell you you're
beautiful, and you know it's sh*t but you need to
hear it because you don't hear it from anybody
else. And for some reason, you need a man's
validation to feel like you are. Just like the drugs,
you know it's not good but you do it anyways.”
Through the years, Bellerose’s addiction
intensified. Going out on the streets became a
mission field for buying drugs. She went from
walking out on clients who misspoke to doing a
date for $20, and if she was desperate, just five
bucks.
“On the street I remember cars going by, and I
remember thinking, ‘This is my life,’” she says. “I’d
feel like I'm on one of those treadmills, and I'd
always see people who were in their cars. They
have purpose. They're going somewhere. They
have people ... and I'm going to die out here.”

BROKENNESS ASIDE

last. She still didn’t feel fulfilled.
As she fell back into going out and getting into
trouble, her boyfriend took off with their three
children, which dug Bellerose into an even deeper
hole.
Bellerose was adopted into a drug-dealing biker
gang in Victoria Park. It was then that she began
doing cocaine and found she could make money
from selling drugs instead of sex. While she worked

At three points in her life, Bellerose was told she
wouldn’t be able to walk again.
The first time was when she was got caught in a
fight and thrown out of a two-storey building. She
was taken to the hospital where they treated her
for three collapsed discs in her spine. Because her
drug tolerance had grown so high, the painkillers
they sent her home with had little effect. That was
when Bellerose’s friend showed her how to inject
drugs intravenously.

The second time happened while there was a
high alert for women going missing on the street.
Bellerose went to check on her friend who was
on a date, but as she was crossing the street, her
friend’s date hit her with his truck. Over the next
three years, she worked the streets on crutches.
When Bellerose was charged again for drug
trafficking, she was sent to Edmonton for
treatment. For six months she was clean, but she
soon defaulted.
“One day I realized that everything was really
good, and it freaked me right out, so I sabotaged,
and I ended up back out.”
When she needed to take a break from the
street, Bellerose went through detox at the
George Spady Centre in Edmonton and learned
to finally to forgive her family. Shortly after, when
her adopted mother and sister passed away, she
began thinking there must be a reason she was
still alive.
But she fell out of treatment once again, and
for the third and final time she almost ended her
ability to walk.
Sitting in her apartment on Christmas Day,
Bellerose was excited to resume her previous
lifestyle with a community she once had.
“I had these thoughts of going back to old
school where we were a family, and then I realized
there's nobody I can share it with.”
When the reality of what her life had come to hit

her, she injected drugs through her legs because
the rest of her body had become too calloused.
She swelled so badly from the knees down, the
doctors thought they would have to amputate
both legs.
With her health failing and a warrant for drug
trafficking hanging over her head, Bellerose
decided to go to Wellspring, a Hope Mission
addiction recovery program for women in
Edmonton.
Bellerose knew the system well enough to use
it. Her plan was to go to treatment for a year to
avoid jail time and go back to the streets after.
“I didn't want to get sober but in order to let
nobody know what my plan was, I had to follow
and do everything everybody was telling me so I
didn't go to the pen.”
Since the program was Christian-based, she
and the other women would do a Bible study
every morning, which Bellerose saw as “unfair
punishment.”
For the first few weeks, she argued why God
wasn’t real until finally she thought, “Taanis, you
have to be here for a year, so why don't you start
asking questions to show that God's here?”
“So I went out one day and I said, 'You know
what, God, if you're here, and you're all powerful,
take this obsession and craving away,' because
that was always what took me back.”
As she suspected, nothing happened. But two

weeks later, she realized she hadn’t thought about
drugs or alcohol since that day.
“I was like, 'Look at you, you did it!' And then
I hear this voice say, 'No you didn't. You asked
me. I did that.' And I couldn't stop seeing signs
everywhere,” Bellerose says. “My Creator talks to
me, so it's just like any relationship but better
because he’s 24/7 and he’s always unconditional.”

PAYING IT FORWARD

Bellerose’s recovery was further solidified when
she attended the Women’s Journey, a three-day
event for women coming off the streets to be in a
community of support.
“There was such a presence in this house. You
could just feel it. I had the best sleep I ever had in 25
years, and I’m like, ‘I need to come back. Whatever's
happening here, I just want more of it.’”
By the fourth time she went to the Women’s
Journey, Bellerose was invited to be a team member.
Later, she was asked to work at Hope Mission and
Cocaine Anonymous, became a liaison at the George
Spady Centre and accompanied the Salvation Army’s
outreach van for women on the streets.
Every service Bellerose received, she was giving
back. People that used to help her while she was in
treatment were now her peers and her friends.
“When I started being able to be of purpose and
give back and people were inviting me into things,
it made me feel like I was worthy, like I was worth
something,” Bellerose says. “At first all I wanted to do
was be seen, but now I'm loved. There's more.”
“The grace and beauty of my experience is I get
to share it with others and possibly hopefully show
somebody without hope that it's possible to change
and have a different life.”

NO TURNING BACK

Bellerose has been sober for almost seven years and now spends her life giving back and being of service.
PHOTO: ANDREA WONG

In the past few years Bellerose has gone on to
share her story across the country and the world.
She has been a featured speaker at conferences
against human trafficking, she is involved with
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women
initiatives and has also spoken at “John School”, a
post-court program for sex trade buyers.
She is now working with others with the goal
of setting up women’s safe houses throughout
Canada.
“Sometimes women just need to feel loved
and purpose and community, and sometimes
they can't do that in their own community. But
the thing is if you do bring them to a different
place, you also need to give them the tools ...
because if you just send them back into the same
environment, it's so easy to get right back where
you started.”
Bellerose now lives in Edmonton where she has
reconnected with a few of her family and has a
relationship with her grandchildren. When she
drives back to Calgary for visits, she still recalls
the memories of where she worked, but it doesn’t
hurt anymore.
“It’s like I’m on this tidal wave and untouchable
but without dope, without doing all the things
that I had to do before. I feel like I have choices
now. I not only have hope but I have an abundant
mass amount of faith now.”
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RESET, CPS & ACT:
How Calgary is fighting
sex trafficking

Liz Gibson has been with RESET for almost 10 years, getting her start when living in Kelowna. She says that, to date, nearly 900 sexually-exploited women have been helped by the program.
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
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or nearly three decades, RESET, or the Rapid
Exit from Sexual Exploitation and Trafficking
society, has stood watch over the victims of
Calgary’s illicit sex trade.
Formerly known as Servants Anonymous, they’ve
seen women come through their doors who’ve been
coerced, beaten and abused, struggling to escape
a life they never chose, often battling a myriad of
addictions.
They’ve witnessed the shift of prostitution from
street-side and red-light districts to a near-endless
stream of websites advertising escorts; helped girls
as young as 12 and women in their mid-80s reintegrate into a society they believe has forgotten
them; and educated the formerly-trafficked in life
skills, emotional stability and money management.
“We get referrals from all over Canada,” says Liz
Gibson, the society’s program manager who has
been with RESET for 10 years. Referrals in Calgary
come mainly from hospitals such as Peter Lougheed,
Foothills and Rockyview, as well as Remand, and
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drug and alcohol treatment centres. But they also
come from the victims themselves.
“They call me in, and I talk to them briefly over the
phone. I ask them a few pointed questions. I tell them
what our mandate is — working with sex-trafficked
and exploited women — ‘Is that something you can
relate to?’”
Gibson explains the questions are designed to be
easily answered with a “yes” or “no,” because there’s
no telling if at that point the victim is still in the
room with their abuser.
“So, when she comes in, I know she’s answered
‘yes,’” says Gibson. “Then I’ll ask her questions like:
‘Did you work inside or outside? Was it an escort
agency? Was it a massage parlour?’”
“They’re usually very open at that point. The
women are done. They want out.”

CLIMBING UP FROM ROCK BOTTOM

It’s hitting this “rock bottom” where RESET steps
in, enrolling new clients in a year-long program
that begins with a four-week stabilization and
observation.
From Monday to Friday, former victims are
taught about life skills, emotional intelligence

and are helped to deal with their trauma. They’re
also enrolled in work programs, to help them earn
money now that they’re no longer being trafficked.
“Very few of them come in with picture I.D., so,
we get that replaced,” says Gibson. “We get their
immediate medical needs attended to. We get them
on to AlbertaWorks, so they can get a wee bit of
money. We do healthy relationships, codependency,
all that stuff.”
However, even with a thorough rehabilitative
program that helps upwards of 80 women a year,
a major problem lies in helping formerly-trafficked
women dealing with trauma and mental health
issues get access to psychiatrists.
“When we get the women in here, their mental
state is really bad, and trying to get them hooked up
with psychiatrists within a reasonable time is pretty
hard,” says Gibson. “It’s months, sometimes, to get
them.
“Sometimes, when they have some psychosis
going on, we take them to the hospital, but they
don’t keep them, and they send them back. That’s
way beyond our mandate, but we still work with
them, because what are we going to do? Send them
back out there to be vulnerable again?”

FEATURES
Gibson says very few graduates of the RESET
program go back to the streets afterwards, and
many end up attending post-secondary institutions
to pursue degrees that would allow them to help
other victims of trauma, such as social work, drug
and alcohol counselling and psychology.
“What I believe and see is, when these women
come in, they’ve forgotten how to dream,” says
Gibson. “That there’s a future for them, because
they’re stuck in this, and when they come in to us, it
takes them a bit, a couple of months, for the fog to
lift and realize that.”
“Their self-esteem starts improving … they start to
dream of what they wanted to do when the teacher
asked them at six, because they never answered: ‘I
want to be an escort. I want to be sex-trafficked and
exploited.’”

DISPELLING WHAT YOU THINK YOU
KNOW ABOUT SEX TRAFFICKING

Paul Rubner, a 27-year detective with the Calgary
Police Service (CPS), got his start with both the
Counter-Exploitation Unit and RESET back in 2009,
where he primarily works with exploited youth.
Rubner says there’s a misconception surrounding
society’s idea of how sex trafficking actually works
and happens.
“There’s a general perception amongst the
general population that exploitation and trafficking
is what’s portrayed on television or on the big
screen, and that’s simply not the case,” says Rubner.
“We’re not encountering truckloads of women being
transported from Saskatoon to Calgary, for example,

but it is
happening.
It’s happening
in every large
centre and small town
in the province.”
To combat this, CPS and
RESET have partnered to form
the Sexual Exploitation Training and
Awareness (SETA) conference which
is set to take place on Oct. 1-2 at the Best
Western Plus Village Park Inn on Crowchild
Trail NW.
“When we take part in events like the conference
coming up in the fall, it’s done in an effort to bring
some general awareness to what the reality is in
Calgary and Alberta contrasted against what many
people think when somebody mentions trafficking,”
explains Rubner. “They’ve got a picture in their
mind, and we want to more closely align the reality
with that picture.”
According to a SETA press release, the CPS
estimates that “roughly 3,000 women are caught in
the [sex] trade,” with the average recruitment age
bring between 13 and 14 years old.
Rubner calls that number “a guesstimate.”
“In Canada, it’s an understudied population,” says
Rubner. “Nobody ever just comes out and says, ‘I’ve
been trafficked, or I’m being trafficked.’ We have to
go by anecdotal information, women we speak to
in programs such as [RESET], ads that we might see
online on various different platforms.
“The city does their homeless count every year,

“What I believe and see is,
when these women come
in, they’ve forgotten
how to dream”

Members of RESET’s graduating class following a year-long program aimed at helping victims of sexual exploitation.
Their faces aren’t shown to protect their identities.
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN

– Liz Gibson, RESET

and
they
try to get
some
sort
of quantitative
analysis as to how
many
people
are
currently homeless in
Calgary. No study like that has
been done in Calgary for sexuallyexploited individuals.”
“Well, it’s not something people want
to talk about, or acknowledge that it’s
happening in their backyard, right?” interjects
Gibson.
“It’s an uncomfortable topic,” Rubner replies.
“Some of the victims that we’re dealing with are 13
years of age.”

CALGARY: SEX TRAFFICKING HAPPENS
HERE

The speed of which traffickers operate can happen
in a matter of hours, Gibson and Rubner explain.
Over their years working with this marginalized
population, they’ve seen instances where women
have answered unrelated ads on Kijiji in Edmonton,
only to end up in Calgary being sexually-exploited.
“It can happen very quickly,” says Rubner. “There is
a definite process that takes place, and that process
can take place over a matter of hours, or a matter of
days and weeks … depending on the vulnerability
of the victim.”
“They’re their boyfriend, or somebody that’s
pursuing them,” Gibson explains. “Giving them the
attention that they’re craving, or they need. They
start buying them things. We’ve had women in
here where their pimps have bought them laptops,
purses.”
“The recruiters and the groomers, the traffickers,
are very adept at finding what’s missing and filling
that void,” Rubner adds. “And it’s not just Calgary. It’s
North America. It’s the world, really, but we don’t see
it on the scale that they do in Europe, or the United
States, for example. It’s based on population density
… but it’s certainly happening here, it’s happening
across the province.”
“Pick any flight coming from eastern Canada
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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RESET’s headquarters is located at 260-7220 Fisher St., S.E. Their phone number is 403-981-7311, and they’re reachable for anyone experiencing sexual exploitation and trafficking,
including those who want to know more about their services. 									
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
today, and we can go up there, to the
airport, right now, and see somebody,
I guarantee, who is being moved
from eastern Canada to here
to work as an escort. She’ll
be here for a couple
of weeks, and then
she’ll go back.
Pick a flight.”

FROM THE RED LIGHT
TO ONLINE

The shift to online platforms such as Craigslist and
the now-defunct Backpage has made the trafficking
and sale of women who are being sexually-exploited
harder to monitor. Rubner says that for each website
that’s shut down, two or three more are there to pick
up the slack.
“The Internet provides anonymity,” says Rubner.
“That’s the other part of the challenge for law
enforcement, for any agency that’s working with
an exploited population, trying to keep up with the
technology. It’s impossible.”
“The [Calgary Police Service] does it with great
difficulty, but it’s like eating soup with a fork.”
“Pick any flight coming
Every year, the CPS dedicates four days for a
from eastern Canada today,
national operation, which includes RESET, to
and we can go up there, to
try and identify escorts online and get
them out of the lifestyle. However,
the airport, right now, and
the response rate is slim. Rubner
see somebody, I guarantee,
explains that if 300 women
who is being moved from
are contacted, they
may only meet faceeastern Canada to here to
to-face
with
work as an escort...
between 25
Pick a flight.”
and 40.

– Detective Paul Rubner, CPS
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“Having said that, just because we encounter
somebody and they say no, it doesn’t mean the door is
closed,” says Rubner. “Every person that we contact gets
one of our business cards, has our phone numbers, has
our emails, and they get the message that down the
road, whether it’s tomorrow, next week, next month,
next year — if you change your mind, you pick up the
phone, and the offer stands.”
By partnering with RESET, the Calgary Police
Service finds a credibility that may have been
previously lost due to many negative interactions
with the police while being sexually trafficked,
Rubner explains.
“Very often, when we encounter these women,
they’ve never had an interaction with a man that didn’t
want anything from them,” says Rubner. “It’s very often
that this is the first interaction with the police where
they haven’t been in trouble, and have been treated
like human beings instead of a criminal.”
“The women are able to leave here with a different
mindset of the Calgary city police,” says Gibson of
Rubner. “That not all of them they’ve come across
have been rude to them, or whatever. There’s good
guys, good men, out there.”
Rubner, who Gibson describes as nonthreatening, has had a very positive influence on
the RESET program’s rehabilitative classes, and helps
the women deal with legal issues, warrants and
humanizes the relationship between the CPS and
victims of sex trafficking.

VE

“A lot of the time, women, youth, people that I deal
with are just looking for advice or some clarity that
they haven’t had before,” says Rubner. “[They say] ‘Well,
this one time this cop did this,’ and I try to answer these
questions, even with the fact that I wasn’t there when
it happened.”

WHAT CALGARIANS NEED TO KNOW

Gibson says one thing that mainstream society needs to
know is that sex trafficking can happen to anybody, from
daughters to nieces, aunts and mothers. An important
distinction, in particular with the gendered language,
is that while men are exploited, it’s mostly for labour
purposes, rather than sexual, in Alberta.
“Typically, in Alberta, at least, male trafficking victims
are typically trafficked for labour,” says Rubner. “That
will go then to the RCMP for investigation … [but] it is
happening.”
“I’m aware of a number of investigations that the RCMP
have been involved with involving labour trafficking
from Red Deer, St. Paul, of course Calgary, Edmonton. It’s
under-reported, for sure, but it does happen.”
RESET deals only with female victims of sex-trafficking,
and Rubner says it’s not just the disadvantaged that are
victims.
“There are no socioeconomic boundaries,” he says.
“Race is not a barrier. Religion is not a barrier. Country of
origin is not a barrier. Bank accounts are not barriers. It’s
what is missing in an individual’s life at any given point,
and if that individual is identified by somebody intent on
taking advantage of them, they can be victimized.
“Even though some say they’re doing it voluntarily,
once you start peeling back the layers … you’ll find that
there’s sexual assaults and sexual abuse going back,
most often, prior the age of five.”

ACT ALBERTA

The Action Coalition on Human Trafficking (ACT Alberta)
was created in 2010 through a network of service
agencies aimed at responding to the needs of victims
(18 and older), and working to identify and respond to
human trafficking.
“Our mission is essentially to increase knowledge

“The first questions we would
ask would be: Are you safe
to talk to me? Is there
anything I can do to
make you safer while
we speak?”
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and awareness on human trafficking, and then we also
advocate for effective rights-based responses, and
that includes building capacity with all of our involved
stakeholders,” says Jessica Brandon, manager of training
and education at ACT Alberta.
The lack of awareness of human and sex trafficking
happening in Alberta, along with the minimal resources
to combat it, are the biggest concerns for ACT. There’s
only two safehouses in Calgary, and one bed reserved for
ACT to place a victim.
“Personally, before I actually was working with ACT …
I volunteered at Law Day, at the Calgary law courts,” says
Brandon. “I manned a booth, and probably five out of 10
people were surprised to see that any kind of trafficking
happened here in Alberta, [or] in Canada.”
Statistics are harder to pin down on the numbers of
individuals being trafficked provincially and nationally,
but according to a report by The Globe and Mail, of the
330 cases the RCMP has identified, 311 — 94 per cent —
are domestic.The International Labour Organization has
estimated worldwide annual profits from forced sexual
exploitation at $99 billion (USD).
“The first questions we would ask would be: Are you
safe to talk to me? Is there anything I can do to make you
safer while we speak?” says Brandon. “It depends on the
type of exploitation, right? So, if it’s labour, it’s going to
be different than if it’s sex trafficking.”
Making sure the victim is safe, and ensuring they’re
getting the right help comes first. ACT works specifically
with exploitation cases, which means other issues will be
transferred to a different agency to help.
“It’s been sensationalized by movies, like Taken,” says
Brandon. “I mean trafficking isn’t always Taken, it’s not
the movie Taken. It could very well be the worker that
handed you your breakfast sandwich at the fast food
restaurant 10 minutes ago.”
Brandon added that at ACT most victims are those
that are marginalized in some way, whether by poverty,
race, gender, sexual orientation and they are often more
vulnerable to becoming a victim of sexual exploitation.
“Even victim-blaming, systemic racism, there’s so much.
I think the ‘I Believe You’ campaign is a really great start for
us as well. There’s so much we can do, I think just being a
goodneighbour,andbeingmindful,spreadingawareness,

talking
about it.
I mean it’s
not the most
pleasant thing to talk
about, but it’s definitely
something that [we] need to
be aware of is happening in their
own backyard.”
Creating awareness also means
individuals shouldn’t be afraid of reporting
something that seems off, whether that’s to
Crime Stoppers, ACT Alberta or by dialing 211,
which connects callers to a distress centre for those in
danger or in need of assistance.
Brandon says that when it comes to law enforcement
and service providers, there needs to be a victim-centred
mindset, because they are generally going to be the
first to come in contact with individuals who have been
trafficked.
“They might come across as confused, maybe
aggressive, because of what they’ve been through,” says
Brandon. “Maybe they have a fragmented disorganized
memory, they can be very irrational.
“Tonic immobility, that’s something we see a lot [with
the victim response coordinators], where they have
rape-induced paralysis. There’s patience that’s really
needed, and space for the victim to tell their story, and
very slowly pacing themselves.”
At the RESET conference, ACT’s workshop will be
focusing on sex trafficking in Alberta and speaking on
“indicators,” as well as “questions to ask if you suspect
someone is being trafficked, and other things that
you can do if you do run into someone who is being
trafficked,” Brandon explains.
ACT Alberta is currently co-creating a realistic and
evidence-based Community Action Plan through
received funding from the City of Calgary’s Crime
Prevention Investment Plan.
The goal of the project is to “build a comprehensive
picture of the current human trafficking situation in
Calgary, exploring sex and labour trafficking of men
and women across diverse populations and the
current response in supporting survivors.”
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Tradition vs. Innovation: Local bakeries focus

Contemporary food trends in Calgary have been popping up and continuing to grow over the past few years,
encouraging chefs and bakers alike to showcase their creativity. While new spots are gaining traction,
traditional places are holding strong with a new wave of foodies that are exploring the world of baked
goods. Here’s four local pastry spots that stood out for their modernization or traditionalism.
CASEY RICHARDSON

crichardson@cjournal.ca

A CENTURY OF CLASSICS:
GLAMORGAN BAKERY

W

hile Glamorgan Bakery opened in January 1977,
the family who started the shop has 100 years of
unbroken baking heritage.
Started by Don Nauta and Rudy Bootsma, the spot
they purchased was already being used as Eric’s
Bakery. Since they bought an existing enterprise,
it wasn’t hard to build on to the place as business
started growing in Glamorgan.
“Over the years it just expanded. It got another bay
and knocked out the walls so we’re actually three
bays now. It’s Dutch heritage baking, both of them
started baking in Holland before they came over to
Canada,” said Jamie Bootsma, who recently married
into the family.
Her husband, Steven Bootsma, has been working
there for 13 years, and the two are in the process of
taking over the operation.
“We’re trying to keep it very much consistent
and the same so there won’t be much notice, and
it is a number of years transition period,” said Jamie
Bootsma. She will be focusing on running the store
and managing while her husband continues baking.
The bakery focuses on classic baked goods: bread,
buns, cookies and cakes, keeping the customers
coming back for the consistently fresh-from-scratch
products.
“The most popular items are definitely our cheese
buns whether you buy them fresh or eat them right
away or you can buy them frozen in a box and
bake them at home, that’s been really popular,” said
Jamie Bootsma. “Also, the rolled Florentines are well
known, it’s actually an almond brittle with a mocha
buttercream in the middle and the end are dipped in
chocolate.”
Their summer feature rotates through fresh
fruit tarts, but otherwise, the company maintains
its known menu.
“Our customers love that they know what they’re
getting and it’s been consistent over the 40 years that
we’ve been here, so it is more the tradition and it’s
European inspired, especially Dutch.”
Calgary’s tough economy isn’t sitting negatively
against the locally run business, as they’ve seen an
increase in sales with customers making room in their
budgets.
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“It’s
interesting
because
bakeries are counter-cyclical to
the recession, so when there is
a recession going on we actually
see a spike because more people
aren’t eating out at restaurants
but they still want to have the
luxury of good food, so bakeries
actually get busier during those
times.”
The Glamorgan Bakery will
continue to focus on classic,
traditional baked goods as they
move forward.
“It’s been a family-run business
for forever and it’s going to
continue being that way,” said
Jamie Bootsma.
TOP: Meringue tarts are a featured
favourite.
MIDDLE: Rolled florentines, filled with
mocha buttercream and dipped in
chocolate.
BOTTOM: The famous cheese bread,
baked fresh daily.
PHOTOS: CASEY RICHARDSON
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on their classics or follow new trends

Decadent Brulee carries favourite recipes from both previous bakeries, and regulars coming back for both.
PHOTO: CASEY RICHARDSON
go, ‘Well why would you make two chocolate chip your productivity, staff costs and whatever. They
cookies?’ Because the Brulee people love the Brulee never really talk about the taste.”
TWO FAVOURITES BECAME ONE:
Seeing more bakeries conform to getting their
chocolate chip cookie and the Decadent people love
DECADENT BRULEE
products delivered keeps Fortier searching when she
the Decadent.”
Favourite cakes like the lemon crème and diablo travels to bakeries that still make products the old
ecadent Brulee is a combination of two previously
torte keep regular customers coming back from when fashioned way.
separate bakeries, Decadent Desserts (est. 1983)
“There’s a wording where they’ll say, with bread,
Brulee started with Mary Ann desserts, which was in
and Brulee Bakery (est. 1997).
with cake, whatever, baked fresh daily, not made
the Devenish building 30 years ago.
Pam Fortier bought Decadent in 1997 and then
“So as much as both Decadent and Brulee had a fresh. So it’s looking at the semantics of how they’ve
joined the two shops in October 2016, keeping
deep base of long-time customers, every day there phrased it.”
everything exactly the way they were in terms of
are multiple people who say they’ve never been
Another noticeable change in the bakery scene for
recipes and combining all the products.
here before. ‘Google, that’s how we found you or just Fortier is the amount and size of wedding cakes being
“When people love something that much you
walking by,’” said Fortier.
purchased.
don’t want to change it, and I’m just happy they’re
Tucked away in the lower level of a building on
“I think more and more people are having smaller
here. I make two different chocolate chip cookies
11th Avenue S.W., the cozy bakery feels small town weddings, where they’ll say I want to come in for a
and when someone is new to the whole scene they
European in the middle of Calgary’s downtown. tasting and a consult, and when you poke around for
The important part a little bit they’re only having about 18 people, and
of Fortier’s business they want a six-inch cake with no extra decorations
is making everything and a few cupcakes.”
from scratch. While
A lot of couples are completely opting out of the
other bakeries are using cake as well. “Young people are rewriting the book on
mixes or already made weddings I think and ditching the fusty stuff, the old
products, Fortier wants days stuff and keeping the traditions that they like,
to remain all in house.
which is kind of cool,” said Fortier.
“I can buy brownie mix,
While the long-standing shop focuses on
I can buy anything, right keeping the customer favourites well in stock, they
from having cakes that do incorporate new ideas and creativity to see if
are already done and you customers grab onto them.
can just thaw them and
“I’m just grateful people love something enough
put them out and back that you have to keep making it. But we do try and
up have the cake mix and I’ve got staff and I’m always looking at different ideas.”
the fillings,” said Fortier. The younger bakers at Decadent Brulee pitch in their
“What the salespeople ideas for features as well.
will tell you [is] it’s more
“[But] there are somethings we just can’t not make,”
consistent, it saves you said Fortier, referring to the staples from each store
The fugde brownie cheesecake (left) and chocolate ganache cake (right) are featured above.
on costs, it helps with that are customer favorites.
PHOTO: CASEY RICHARDSON
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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HIDDEN GEM HITTING TRENDS :
BUTTERBLOCK

K

aren Kong, the owner and head baker of
Butterblock on 17th Avenue S.W., has a long
history of working in restaurants and bakeries,
including Teatro, EAT and Alforno. Kong’s bakery is
inside the Devenish building, and off-the-beatenpath spot officially opened in February but has been
operating for over a year.
“I’m sure in every baker’s life that you honestly
imagine it like you imagine your own wedding. It’ll be
perfect if it’s marble top and it’s so bright, you have
all your equipment set up the way you wanted and
organized,” said Kong.
Receiving her pastry arts diploma from the
Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT),
Kong’s training and experience led her to open her
own establishment, but not without a few challenges.
“I went to the bank, but couldn’t get any loans that
I wanted, that I was asking for, so I started going to
search for cheaper equipment and not your storefront
that as you can see is not right off the street, looking
for cheaper rent and cheaper equipment. It really
helped that I was in the industry for a while.”
Butterblock wasn’t Kong’s dream setup, but the
out-of-view space has worked out better than she
expected. Especially since Monogram Coffee had
reached out to Kong to start baking for their locations,
and she was soon supplying their entire pastry case.

Featured above is Butterblock’s plain butter croissant, bread pudding and weekly creation of a lemon poppyseed swirl.
PHOTO: CASEY RICHARDSON

“Which was a struggle for me, because I was renting
kitchens. I didn’t have my own place but business was
growing at the same time. I started thinking that I
needed a spot where I needed a kitchen.”
The open concept kitchen lets Kong talk to
customers while she’s prepping, rolling out fresh
croissants (plain, stuffed, chocolate, or sandwiches),
scones, cookies and a weekly feature on Tuesdays.
“It makes them [customers] choose instead of a big
brand of like Safeway,
where you don’t know
where the cookies [are]
from, you don’t know if
it’s from a mix or if it’s like
actually done by scratch;
versus you see me doing
it in the bakery, you see
me scooping it, you see
butter around, flour
around, that’s a totally
different thing. I think
that’s what is getting
people
to
support
business, and choosing
where they’re going.”
Kong’s use of social
media led her Instagram
followers to contribute
to her success, and
trying to find her
business made it more
interesting.
“Because it’s hidden
a lot of people were
messaging
me
on
Instagram when I first
opened, saying, ‘I can’t
find you anywhere on
17th,’ but I am getting a
lot of people [coming in]
getting so happy when
Karen Kong has been baking for many years, working in differnt restaurants and bakeries, now
they’re like, ‘I finally
stands out in her own unqiue shop.
PHOTO: CASEY RICHARDSON found you!’”
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The upswing in Calgary’s culinary growth also
pushes Kong to try new pastries and trends, much
like the new fascination of the cubed croissant.
“I feel like when you come back to Calgary,
people talk about what they have seen and ate and
done in other countries and they’re craving for that
experience, but they can’t get it in Calgary,” said Kong.
“I think people are just wanting to try new things,
they’re more open now that Instagram is so easy and
you’re seeing things that you really want to try, versus
them seeing a good old traditional thing that you
have always seen all your life.”
“It’s something different, I think that’s what
Calgarians are wanting and I think that’s what gets
them excited.”

Tuesday’s are used for trying out new products.
PHOTO: CASEY RICHARDSON
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EUROPEAN FAVOURITE TAKES
DIFFERENT SHAPES:
OLLIA MACARONS & TEA

O

pened on November 2014 by David and Lindsay
Rousseau, Ollia Macarons & Tea wanted to bring a
taste of Europe to Calgary.
“When you are born in France you kind of realize
how you lucky you are surrounded by amazing food
only when you leave the country,” said David. “I only
later in life got back to doing something with my
hands. I wanted to create things with my hands, and
I got trained by a very talented chef in Victoria, B.C.,
and we decided with my wife to come to Calgary and
open something, like a store.”

David says the French pastry shop thrived with
his wife’s background in marketing and his culinary
training — he knew the niche market pastry idea
would be the right fit for branding the company.
“You not only get one right, you get five, six, or
eight because they are delicious. They are colourful,
you can do any flavour, change [the] flavour, you
can really have fun with macaron than moreso other
pastries, and that’s what I like.”
Featuring savoury and sweet flavours, such as
strawberry basil, Shirley Temple, champagne, and
blue cheese pear and pecan, Ollia likes to experiment
with their creations.
“When we arrived, we were at the beginning of that
food trend in Calgary that Calgary is still experiencing.
Gone now are the days of steak and potatoes. Now

you see restaurants that are really amazing and so
it does really evolve in terms of us — we have a lot
of foot traffic. People are [coming] more every year.
We’re busier than last year and so that’s thanks to
people recognizing that we’re doing a quality product
and they are really enjoying our brand.”
Changing the shapes as well opens up to new trends
or events going on, like featuring Star Wars macarons
for “May the 4th be with you”, which celebrates the
movie franchise.
“We get our inspiration from what we like as a whole,
what makes sense depending on the seasonality and
particular events. Some particular events are more
conducive to doing fun stuff like the Star Wars and
May the 4th. We both [take] our inspiration from
anything and everything.”
Other stores, restaurants and bakeries are carrying
their product as well, including shops in Red Deer, Lac
La Biche and Lethbridge, where Rousseau attributes
their success in wholesale to good branding.
“I think if we look at France, for example. We see
more and more shops that are migrating to one type
of pastries, like éclairs, macarons, madeleines ... so
does that mean that’s going to translate from the
Canadian or Calgary market? I don’t know. But I think
what people really recognize in Canada, in Alberta, is
the strength of branding.”

TOP: Macarons are made with eggs whites, sugar, almond flour and colouring, and filled wiht ganache, buttercream or jam.
RIGHT: Ollia provides classes to learn the pastry technique at their location and bake your own macarons.
LEFT: Featured savory and sweet flavours change often, and can be related to upcoming events.
PHOTOS: CASEY RICHARDSON
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Farmers’ Markets
The Alberta government passed the Local Food Sector Act to encourage consumer confidence and raise the profile of producers, resulting in farmers markets becoming the big focus for supporting local growers and companies.
Visiting the Crossroads Market and the Calgary Farmers Market, these are the stories behind a few of the vendors.
CASEY RICHARDSON

FIELD STONE FRUIT WINES
CALGARY FARMERS MARKET

The beginning of Field Stone started with Lyndon Gill
and his brother Marvin driving around the Okanagan
and finding a fruit winery where the owner suggested
they should start their own.
“That’s all my brother needed to hear,” said Lyndon
Gill. “We planted the bushes 17 years ago. We have
thousands of Saskatoon, raspberries, wild black cherries
and strawberries that we grow on 50 acres of land out
of Strathmore.”
Field Stone Fruit Wines has now been in business
for 13 years with five fruit wines and five dessert wines
featured year-round.
“Generally speaking, we make wine when we run out
of a batch. We try to gauge it so that we’re making the
wine during the winter time, so that’s not in our busy
season, but if we run out of something or run short of
something, we’ll batch it in the summer,” said Lyndon.
The farmers market was the right choice in their eyes
because of the community support and constant traffic.
“Well, there’s 20,000 people coming through the door
every weekend here, so you’ve got an instant, readymade traffic.”
However, since the company runs in a few markets
across the province, they’ve seen more support in
other cities.
“In Edmonton, people are super supportive of local
and farmers markets, not so much in Calgary — we’ve
noticed a difference since we do markets all over the
province,” said Lyndon. “We still get support at farmers
markets otherwise we wouldn’t do it, but I would say
there’s more support for local growers in the Edmonton
market.”

SILVER SAGE BEEF
CALGARY FARMERS MARKET

MARKET SEAFOOD &
UNIQUE SPECIALITY MEATS
CALGARY FARMERS MARKET

LUC’S EUROPEAN MEATS
CROSSROADS MARKET &
CALGARY FARMERS MARKET

A family-run traditional style, European-cured meats and
cheese shop, this family has been working in cured meats
for generations and focusing on selling locally.
“Who actually makes these products is my father-in-law, 77
years old and he’s been butchering since he was nine,” said
Bruce Alle, whose son convinced him to open a shop in the
Calgary Farmers Market.
“He was working with his grandpa, four years ago and he
said,‘Dad we really need to open up a market here in the west,’
and I first told him no, and he wore me down, as kids do.”
With the entire family working in the business, Alle finds
the market to be becoming more trendy, and the great
atmosphere at the market is what brings people in.
“The people come here for an experience. When they
come here for an experience we try to facilitate that with a
good product and great service. So everyone’s upbeat and
it’s a great atmosphere to work in.”
BOTTOM LEFT: Fresh fish from BC comes in for the Market.
TOP MIDDLE: Luc’s Meats focuses on old country methos for thier
products.
TOP RIGHT: Market seafood offers differnt meats as well, veal
chop and skewers.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Lyndon Gill mentioned his favourite fruit wine is
currently the bumbleberry.
PHOTOS: CASEY RICHARDSON
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Starting from a seafood business in 2008 on Macleod Trail,
chef Ryan Plunkett and his wife, Mary, opened in the Currie
Barracks Farmers Market, and then transferred to the Calgary
Farmers Market in 2011.
“My husband saw the potential in the market, you think
about it, people come to the market, so if you’re here and
you have a good product, and you look after your customers,
you’re going to do well,” said Mary.
A chef for country clubs, restaurants and even teaching
at the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT) for a
short while, Plunkett has a lot of experience.
“We had our own restaurant for a little while, and now
we’re in the fish business. Right now we’re just here, we do
not have our store on Macleod Trail anymore,” said Mary. “We
love it here. People come to the market and we’re just ready
to go when they come.”
Since Market Seafood products come from the East and
West Coasts, and their tuna and swordfish from Hawaii, the
couple always has a chef around to give suggestions for
dinner.
“There’s always a chef here to tell you how to cook it and
we have recipes that we give to people and I think that’s
the beauty of it. We can tell people how to work with the
product,” said Mary.

Building on the concept for a very farm-to-table shop, the
100-year Zentner family ranch supplies beef for their shop.
Raised with no hormones, no antibiotics, grass-raised for the
majority of their life, and finished on barley, Silver Sage beef
comes from a southwest part of Saskatchewan.
“We chose to come to [the] farmers market because we
wanted to do something a little bit different. So essentially it
wasn’t a commodity beef or something that would hit kind
of a public market, and we essentially really wanted to bring
our product to I guess a niche market,” said Kent Zentner,
marketing manager of Silver Sage.

Being raised on the family farm, Zentner feels very
comfortable with running the operation and seeing the
consumers’ perspective of buying from someone who
“directly handles the product that they’re going to purchase.”
“If you remember a few years ago there was a big E. coli
break out at the plant in Brooks, and at that time a lot of
people realized how much control they kind of had over the
industry. So, it opened consumers’ eyes to asking questions
about where your animals are coming from, how are they
processed, how are they slaughtered, what’s the ethical
standpoint kind of behind it, and a lot of people changed
their way about eating.”
Enjoying the opportunity to see customers change their
way of eating, Zentner said it’s the right kind of environment
and the in-season fresh foods that they really enjoy.
“Everything on your table could come from the
market.”
TOP LEFT: Kent Zenner has a a long history working with his
family farm.
TOP RIGHT: Gerald Sickle finnds he can give away more samples
in the market.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Kirsten Ottosen has always wanted to work with
flowers, and a shop in the market was her next move.
PHOTOS: CASEY RICHARDSON

crichardson@journal.ca

FLOWERS OF THE MARKET
CALGARY FARMERS MARKET

Coming over from Denmark at the age of 15, Kirsten
Ottosen had always known she wanted to work with
flowers.
“I basically didn’t like my job. I was cooking for a long
time, and I always wanted to work with flowers, so I took
all the courses and one day we decided it was time to
open a shop,” said Ottosen.
That chance came four years ago when Ottosen took
over another flower shop stall.
“I noticed that the other lady was leaving so I quickly
jumped and said, ‘Hey this is mine now!’”
Ottosen made the change to the farmers market since
she wanted more customer interaction and community.
“Because I love just looking at people, talking to
people, you have a lot of people coming by. I was in a
free-standing shop before, and it got to be a bit lonely.
You only had the designers to talk to.”
Specializing in flowers from British Columbia, Ottosen’s
flowers come from a growers’ auction. Ottosen said this
allows the shop to keep the prices low by cutting out
the middleman, and it also means the flower selection
varies each week.
“I keep my prices low. I want to have a big turnover,
so I bring fresh flowers in and we turn them over in one
week so we don’t hang onto them.”

SICKLE’S MEATS
CROSSROADS MARKET

Gerald Sickle is another farmers’ market stall owner with
a butchering background and a life growing up on a
ranch.
“It was something I could always count on. There’s
something in farming that are always unpredictable, so
this was something that worked for me so I stuck with
it,” said Sickle.
Previously selling to wholesale, Sickle didn’t find the
companies were fair when working with suppliers.
“Farmers markets to me save you from the big guy.
When you’re working with wholesale, I used to sell to
450 stores at one time. I sold to the big guys. Here, I can
use my brown butcher wrap, I don’t have to get fancy
with my labelling, all that stuff works against you in the
bigger system. So it’s forgiving here. People that come
here, come here to shoot for the little guy, whereas out
there, it’s not fair.”
Previously supplying winning food trucks, Sickle
was disappointed when the bigger companies he was
supplying wouldn’t include his company name.
“We won a pile of awards but my name couldn’t be
put up. My truck won more awards than any truck at the
Calgary Stampede.”
After working with stores and having to guarantee
the sale or take his product back, Sickle decided it would
work better to go it himself.
“Here I can afford to give away samples like there’s no
tomorrow because I threw more away when I sold to the
big guys, they’re full of tricks.”
Working in the year-round farmers market, Sickle still
sees many people coming into the market just to walk
around. “They don’t treat us or take us seriously at times.”
But, Sickle knows the environment is better. “The
consumer gets more back then too, we give some pretty
fair pricing commodities. It’s both ways, it’s better for the
consumer and it’s better for the person that’s delivering.”
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Egg marketing campaign hits the road
Crack’d YYC food truck tries to connect egg producers with customers

The Crack’d food truck features a scotch egg, which has house-made chorizo wrapped around a soft boiled egg, then breaded and deep fried, topped with a sweet red pepper and tomato relish.
PHOTO: CASEY RICHARDSON
CASEY RICHARDSON

crichardson@cjournal.ca

T

he egg farmers of Alberta are finding new ways
to connect local egg producers with consumers,
running a farm-to-fork project that turned into a
contest to launch a food truck.
David Webb, marketing and communications coordinator at the Egg Farmers of Alberta, said the
organization knew it wanted a food truck, but couldn’t
operate a for-profit business as a non-profit. With no
egg-focused food truck already in existence to partner
with, they decided to create one.
“We dreamed up this idea to run a contest to make
funding available for our potential food truck owner to
help with the start-up costs and that it would ultimately
be their business to run,” said Webb.
The applicants had to have a full business proposal,
a rough idea of what their menu would look like, and a
plan on how they would use the food truck as a way of
representing the industry and egg farmers.
“Through that process, we met chef Jordon and
he really blew us away with his background story, his
passion for cooking and his desire to operate a food
truck. [We] even we lucked out because he even has a
bit of a farming background.”
Jordon Henkel worked previously at the restaurant
Notable, owned by his father-in-law, chef Michael
Noble, before ending up on disability leave. After
being diagnosed with a form of spinal arthritis, Henkel
was on leave for almost two years.
Henkel entered the contest while still on disability,
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and after they had chosen him, his health still wasn’t
100 per cent.
“I went back to them and I actually told them they
might want to give the sponsorship to somebody else,
they looked at me and said, ‘We’re a family organization.
We deal with families all the time and you’re a part of

that family so we’re going to wait until your body is
ready so that we can do this with you,’” said Henkel.
His menu tasting impressed them in the process,
which now boasts a wagyu steak and fried egg
taco, scotch egg and monte cristo sandwich with
a whisky pickle.

Crack’d YYC’s full menu is posted on the side of the truck, and their location updates can be found through its Facebook page.
PHOTO: CASEY RICHARDSON
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“The food truck we thought is a great way to build
a positive story, so that we can get people thinking
about food and thinking about this case, eggs,
thinking about eggs beyond just your scrambled
eggs, fried eggs, omelettes, how can we use eggs
more,” said Webb.
For Henkel, being able to know the farmers and
know where the food comes from is important to
him as a chef.
“I’ve gone to butcher shops and seen how
they’ve done everything, from killing the cows at
my family’s farm ... it’s heavy stuff. Seeing an animal
get shot in front of you is important for people to
see, I think. It allows a lot more respect when it
comes to food.”
Jerry Hofer, the egg manager at the Hutterite
colony near Fairview, has been very pleased with
the launch of the food truck as an initiative to
create awareness of locally produced eggs.
“We need to get the word out and let people
know where their eggs are coming from,” said
Hofer. “Getting the word out for what we’re doing
and how humane we’re doing it, how much effort
we put into looking after our birds.”
The increase of all-day breakfasts at fast food
chains has also had a positive impact on producers,
creating more demand for eggs.
“Yes, for us, it’s always the same, we work with
our birds. Sure we can build bigger barns too,
which helps out a lot, but overall we still keep busy
with trying to keep the animals all safe and healthy,
and keeping the eggs fresh, so it’s really nice to see
that,” said Hofer.
All day breakfasts have “actually has had a really
good impact right now. The egg industry for 11
years in a row has been a growth market, which is
fantastic. Right now I think we’re growing at about
five to six per cent annually,” said Webb.
Henkel has been travelling to egg colonies to see
facilities and connect with farmers, bringing along
the Crack’d YYC food truck to check out.
“I’d love to see farmers actually get a little bit

more out of what they do, a little bit more respect.
More money would be incredible because farmers
work the longest days out of anybody.”
The food truck launch overall creates the
opportunity to connect with a different platform
for consumers to relate to.
“It all funnels down to the farm and just means more
opportunity for farmers to get their product out there
and again, at the grocery level and at the restaurants,
the more people are eating eggs the happier our
farmers are to produce them,” said Webb.

TOP LEFT: The Crack’d food truck sits outside the Hutterite colony near Fairview on June 27, allowing the Hutterites, who are
major egg producers, to taste the menu created by chef Henkel.
TOP RIGHT: Jerry Hofer, egg manager at the Hutterite colony
near Fairview, leads a tour through the egg farm facilities, and
talks about the newest technology they have in place to look
after their birds.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Jordon Henkel (left) and his business partner
Grahan Schneider (right) have known each other since culinary
school at SAIT, planning to one day work together.
PHOTOS: CASEY RICHARDSON
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We’ll All Float On, Alright
Spending 60 minutes in a sensory deprivation tank

At One Love Float, the motto is “We love getting naked.” Floating in the nude allows for a more complete experience of sensory deprivation, as reporter Alec Warkentin would soon find out on a
												
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
beautiful morning in Silver Springs.

ALEC WARKENTIN

awarkentin@cjournal.ca

I

t’s shaping up to be a beautiful day outside the quiet
house on the sleepy suburban street where I’m now
floating, stark naked in a pitch-dark tank, devoid of my
senses and completely alone, waiting for something to
happen.
My ears are filled with blue clay plugs, cancelling out
just enough noise but not the soft sound of the tank’s
briny water lapping against its unseeable walls, and,
most importantly, the downtempo electronic music that
signals when it’s time for me to climb out of the tank.
What am I waiting for? Hallucinations, maybe, or an
out-of-body experience? Perhaps even the face of some
divine being to appear offering enlightenment? These
are all by-products of the rumours I’ve encountered
relating to sensory deprivation tanks from psychedelic
proselytizer Joe Rogan, or seen in Ken Russell’s 1980 sci-fi
horror film Altered States.
However, Treeka Drake, the owner of the tank I’m in,
refers to them mostly as “misconceptions.”
“One of the biggest things about going into the tank
is the story you’ve created around it,” Drake explained to
me in the foyer of One Love Float roughly half an hour
earlier. “Some people just fall asleep in there, because
that’s what they need.”
Drake has been “floating” for eight years, and has
owned One Love Float for four. Her float centre holds
two tanks and a new infrared sauna, all located in the
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converted basement of her Silver Springs home in
northwest Calgary. Since its creation, One Love Float has
seen 5,000 unique visitors walk through its unassuming
teal front door.
“What I’ve noticed is that there’s a group of people that
go in the tank and are disappointed,” says Drake. “They
have this huge expectation that they’re going to have
this epiphany in there, and nothing happens, so they fall
asleep, or they’re just in their head.”
“Then there’s this other group that just have these
insanely cool first experiences — which was me — and
then we spend years chasing that first experience, like,
‘Ugh, I didn’t get it.’ We call them ‘float-chasers.’”
Entering the tank, that was what I had hoped to be —
one of those small but special few who, deprived of their
main senses, then unlocks a hidden one, and witnesses
the unravelling of the universe. Unfortunately, though,
right now it seems I’m just another regular Joe, nude in
a tank on a sprightly Wednesday morning, trying not to
get salty water in my eyes or mouth.
Completely buoyant thanks to the thousand-pounds
of Epsom salts dissolved in the tank (which is named
“Sam,” short for “Samadhi” — both the tank’s brand
name, and a yogic Hindu term for the state of intense
meditation that immediately precedes death), it’s what
I imagine anti-gravity feels like, or, for a more earthly
comparison, spending an afternoon languishing on the
salt-filled waters of the Dead Sea which borders Jordan,
Israel and Palestine.
Drake had explained to me beforehand that the belief

of float tanks as being “anti-gravity” is another common
misconception, one of the many she comes across in her
line of work.
“Everybody says it’s anti-gravity,” says Drake. “That’s
really fun, but you’re not on the moon. What’s actually
happening is we’re dispersing the gravity over the body
equally, instead of it being straight down.”
She described the entire process as quite
straightforward.
“I know people want it to be really sexy and shiny, but
it’s really simple: We reduce sensory input to the body —
so that’s no lights, no sound and we heat the tank to our
body temperature.”
Thermal regulation, especially, noted Drake, is key to
sensory deprivation, and by removing sensory input the
body can enter a “therapeutic” state of healing. Similarly,
it allows the brain reprieve to slow down and take a
break from “digesting all the stuff that we’re throwing at
it all the time.”
But if it’s so simple and straightforward, I wondered,
why the mythological status? What draws people — the
die-hards, the psychonauts and, perhaps later, myself
— back into the abyssal tank again and again? I asked
Drake to describe her first experience with the hope of
gleaning more information.

DIY TANKS AND A PILGRIMAGE TO PORTLAND

“[At the time] Calgary had an underground float tank
that was homemade,” Drake begins. “You would call and
leave these messages, and then, months later, I got this

HEALTH
you know, I think.”
With that new-business uncertainty, One Love Float
opened its doors in 2014. And then the phone started
ringing.

FEAR AND INTIMACY IN THE
“COSMIC CONTAINER”

The rooms where the tanks are housed are completely private due to patrons floating in the buﬀ. The other tank, nicknamed Ed,
isn’t covered, and resembles a large bathtub.
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
phone call at work: ‘Hey, it’s the float place, do you want
to come float?’”
“I was like: ‘Yes! I left so many messages with you
guys,’ and they were like: ‘Yeah, the tank was down, we
were travelling … so, can you come in at 2 today?’ I said:
‘Today? For sure, I’ll be there,’ and bailed out of work.”
“I got there, it was in a communal home … I go
downstairs, and all of my fears are coming up,” Drake
remembers. “We’re going into the basement, and you’ve
got to walk through this other space, in a towel, and go
into this closet where they’d built the tank inside. They
said: ‘You just float, and we’ll come knock on the top of
the tank after 90 minutes.’”
“I wasn’t sure what was going to happen. I didn’t know
much about it — this was before Joe Rogan — but I’m
in there and I’m like: ‘This is so dumb, what am I doing?’”
“All of a sudden it just started to go for me — visions,
like it was a journey. It was showing me stuff, and I was
not ready to get out of that tank. I couldn’t leave because
I was like: ‘I don’t think I’m in my body.’”
After that first transformative float, Drake set out on
a pilgrimage to experience the phenomenon further.
Her goal was to hit 10 float centres in 10 days, starting
in Abbotsford and ending up in Portland, which she still
refers to as the float “Mecca.”
“They were home studios in parents’ basements,
where we’d stay up talking late into the night,” says Drake.
“Some were very spiritual, some were more physical, [run
by] psychologists or yoga masters.”
“A lot of places we’d show up to were out of business.
We’d go to a coffee shop, talk to the people there like:
What happened to the tank? They’d say … Ben [or
whoever] bought the tanks, and we’re like: ‘Do you have
Ben’s number?’”
Coincidentally, Drake also ran into others making their
own float pilgrimage while heading through the States,

My float is scheduled for only 60 minutes, a typical stint
for first-timers, but without a watch or cell phone to
check, there’s no way to tell just how far in I am.
The first float session costs $69 for the hour and
includes orientation, but subsequent visits are booked
by session rather than time.
Drake explained earlier that most regulars float for an
hour and a half, yet there’s a small-but-dedicated few
who hang out in the tank for upwards of three to four
hours at a time, and an even more wild bunch that’ll
book a tank for an entire day.
“Yeah, you’re in this container, but it feels limitless,”
says Drake. “It just feels like you’re in the middle of this
universe. It’s just like this cosmic container.”
People are drawn to floating for a few reasons, she says,
be it as a means of healing physical injuries or emotional
trauma, or even for spiritual discovery. Drake describes
“floaters” as a very curious people, and brave, because
once in the tank “you can’t escape it, there’s just truth in
there.”
“It’s kind of wild that we have this whole practice
around things that are primal fears for people,” Drake
says. “People are afraid of water, people are afraid of the
dark, and the number one reason I hear from people
is ’I’m afraid of being alone with myself,’ which is the
biggest message, especially with social media and stuff,
that whole false sense of being connected when we’re
really not.”
“Floating to me is very intimate,” Drake explains. “It’s a
place where you get to connect on a [deeper] level. To
me, as humans, we’re starving for true connection. Here,
it’s just like, the veil is lifted.
“You’ll never have the same float. Floating is like
a friendship — whatever you invest in, that’s what
you’ll get out.”

where the documentary Float Nation was then being
filmed.
After getting to know the community even further
by curating a dinner with all of the float centre owners
in Portland, Drake knew that heading back to Calgary
would mean a change in her own life-path.
“That was the turning point,” says Drake. “This industry,
this whole community, is super cool. They work together
with the goal of getting people floating. It’s not about
getting the biggest piece of the pie, the pie just gets
bigger.”
“By the time we got home, I needed a float tank, that
was for sure. So, I was like: I’m going to sell my house, I’m
going to get some capital — because these tanks cost
$20,000-$30,000 each —
and … move in [with my
parents] until I can figure
out my next move.”
It was ultimately her father
who pushed her to make it
a full-time business. Drake,
who worked for WinSport at
Canada Olympic Park, faced
incredulity from her friends
when she announced she
was quitting to float fulltime.
“People were like, ‘You’re
going to quit your job, with
super good benefits, and
you’re a single mom, to do
this float thing that nobody
knows about?’ I was like, I
know, but there’s no other
option. It just felt like that
Treeka Drake, owner of One Love Float, sitting in the foyer of her basement-turned-float-centre
was it — when you know,
in the Calgary suburb of Silver Springs.
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
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A PSYCHEDELIC START AND A MOVE
UNDERGROUND

Floating as a practice began in 1954 when American
doctor and LSD pioneer John C. Lilly, known for his
work exploring the states of human consciousness,
constructed the first vertical isolation tank.
“They had this whole experiment, with human test
subjects, for this theory that the only thing keeping
people alive was that their brains were processing
information,” explains Drake. “So, they were like, ‘Let’s
get some people, take away their sensory input, and
see if they die.’”
“What they found was the exact opposite. People
felt so great.”
As both an alternative health method and
recreational activity, floating first peaked in the
Eighties, with celebrities like the late John Lennon
allegedly using float tanks to cure his heroin addiction.
However, Drake explains, following the AIDS
epidemic, there was a fear of anything communal,
leading to the industry “tanking” overnight.
“Then they popped up in these underground
places,” Drake says. “People kept it alive on their farms,
in their houses, in their basements, and didn’t tell
anyone about it.”
Then came Joe Rogan, comedian and former
host of NBC’s Fear Factor, who reignited interest in
float tanks via his wildly popular podcast The Joe
Rogan Experience where he explores tools of mindexpansion ranging from DMT to other psychedelic
drugs.
In Calgary, Drake says, there are currently five float
centres, with another two in Cochrane and Airdrie.
Her clientele includes people from all ages and walks
of life.
“When I first started it was a lot of these
psychonauts,” says Drake, referring to a subculture of
people obsessed with exploring the limits of human
consciousness. “Now, it’s gotten a little bit closer,

Bags of Epsom salts are stored in every nook and cranny of One Love Float. To keep with the need, Drake orders them in quantities
of 5,000 to 10,000 lbs. at a time.
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
like, ‘Oh, my friend did it,’ or ‘My mom floats,’ or ‘My
grandma floats.’”
The oldest customer Drake’s had was 91, but says
the majority of floaters are between 25 and 45. She
says many of the float clientele begin as users, but
end up as friends, and contrasts the “homey” feel of
One Love Float to the more “corporate” spa culture,
though different sides of the same coin.

A FLOATER’S INSTINCTIVE TRAVELS
AND THE PATHS TO HEALING

Sam, reporter Alec Warkentin’s abyssal home for 60 minutes, and one of two isolation tanks at
One Love Float. Samadhi tanks are the oldest commercially-available tanks still on the market.
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
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“Ninety minutes in the tank
will mean 90 minutes without
pain, potentially,” says Drake,
who views floating as more
a therapeutic practice than a
recreational one.
This is in part due to the
effects the Epsom salts in
the tank have on the body,
and also because of the
voluntarily-forced solitude. An
alternative name for floating
is the acronym R.E.S.T., or
Restrictive
Environmental
Stimulation Therapy.
Now consisting of a 35
per cent salt solution and
hydrogen peroxide, float tanks
used to contain high amounts
of chlorine, a potential
explanation for the extra-

stimulatory or hallucinogenic effects on patrons,
Drake noted, laughing.
“I ended up on a panel [with Alberta Health Services]
working on standardizations, because the rules that
existed [around float tanks] were from 1984, and were
terrible,” says Drake. “We’re so lucky here that we can
use hydrogen peroxide. Other places when we first
started used chlorine … so, great, please come sit in
a toxic pool.”
I, for one, am glad to not be floating in a pool of
chlorine, though the lack of extra-sensory perception
feels slightly disheartening. However, I can understand
why so many people make return visits. Something
about floating in the dark feels soothing, peaceful. I
wonder how long I could stay in one of these — wait,
the music? Already?
It snuck up on me, the slow fade-in of that calming,
pulsating beat working its way into the tank. Before I
met Treeka Drake in person, she had joked that One
Love Float was a “time vortex,” and I’d admittedly
shrugged it off as pre-interview banter. Now I believe
it.
Told to budget time for the post-float high, a
calming feeling that Drake said could last for days, I
push open the heavy door and wriggle my nude self
out of the tank. Honestly, my first thoughts are of the
coffee I’m going to have (being told to avoid caffeine
beforehand), but not much else. An hour in the tank
yielded nothing epiphanic, but still, I don’t feel duped,
and it was not unpleasant.
I take my first few steps, the room post-deprivation
now brighter and sharp, and once again prepare to
enter the bustling world.
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Outrun the Stigma
Not-for-profit aims to curb
mental health issues
through running

Originally a club, Outrun the Stigma transitioned to a not-for-profit in 2016. While the past five years have had the run take place on the University of Calgary campus (pictured above), the run this
year is set to take place at Eau Claire in downtown Calgary on Oct. 21.
PHOTO COURTESY OF: AMY LI / OUTRUN THE STIGMA
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etween work and educational stress, the constant
buzzing and whirring of the smartphones and
social media apps in our pockets, existential threats
bolstered by a haughty political climate and worries of the
future, the normal day-to-day for an average Canadian is
fraught with mental strain.
Sometimes, you just need to go for a run.
An often-cited report conducted by the Canadian
Mental Health Association found that in any given year,
one in five Canadians will experience a mental health
issue or illness. Youth Mental Health Canada estimates
3.2 million Canadians between the ages of 12-19 are at
risk of developing depression. Calgary’s Distress Centre,
the city’s only 24/7 crisis intervention service supported
mostly by volunteers, reported receiving nearly 79,000
calls in 2017 alone.
Amy Li, founder of Outrun the Stigma, a University
of Calgary club-turned-not-for-profit, was one of those
volunteers when she decided that something more had
to be done.
“One of the things I noticed was that not a lot of people
were really aware of what mental health resources were
out there in the community, especially with students on
campus,” Li remembers.
Li, enrolled in the neuroscience program at the
University of Calgary then, and who is now heading off
to Stanford to pursue a graduate degree in community
health and prevention research, decided to start a Distress
Centre on campus with a team of like-minded students.
“We had this really great group of executives who were
really passionate about mental health, a really energetic
group of young people” says Li. “And then, through our
discussions, we realized, you know what?, there’s no runs
that promote mental health.”

“There’s a run for Alzheimer’s, there’s a run for breast
cancer, but there’s nothing that was really created by
youth for mental health awareness … we felt like there
was a gap there that we could fill.”
Outrun the Stigma, the response to this gap, was
formed in 2013. That first year saw around 270 people
donate and run the U of C campus, raising nearly
$4,600 for Distress Centre Calgary. Six years later,
they’ve raised over $80,000, and have expanded to
include annual runs in Edmonton and Toronto. They’re
also in talks to create Outrun the Stigma chapters in
Vancouver and Ottawa.
“For Outrun the Stigma, we want to be seen as more
than just a run,” says Li. “We want to be seen as a group
of young people who want to bring together the
community and start discussions about mental health.
“We found that hosting a run was a great way to
gather the community, and that’s why we’ve tried to
make it as inclusive as possible. We try to host them in
places that are wheelchair-accessible, or where people
could bring their kids or their dogs, and we make sure
there’s always a walking part of the run as well for the
people that don’t enjoy running.”
This year’s run, which takes place Oct. 21, will mark
the first time it will be held off the University of Calgary
campus. Runners will meet at Eau Claire Market in
downtown Calgary on the morning of the event. The
off-campus change is to facilitate a potentially larger
number of attendees, with previous runs being capped
at 300 as per the rules of the university.
“Last year was around 300 people, which is why we
decided to move it … and we’ve been close to that 300
mark for the past couple of years,” says Li. This year’s
event will also feature a mental health expo, including
speakers from the community sharing their mental
health stories.

Outrun the Stigma co-founder Amy Li. PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
All told, while donations are part of what makes
Outrun the Stigma a success, Li notes that the act of
running itself can be seen as a therapeutic tool to
improving mental issues.
“For me, personally, and I know for a lot of my friends,
there is that mental health component [to running],”
says Li. “It’s what I do at the end of a really stressful week,
just knowing that I could go out for a few hours and go
for a run.
“For different people, it’s different things. It doesn’t
have to be running. It could be going to dance class, or
going to a movie,” says Li, whose future plans for Outrun
the Stigma include even larger goals.
“We’re really trying to expand across Canada, and leave
a mark in each province and territory … going to places
where resources aren’t as readily available.”
Registration for the Oct. 21 Outrun the Stigma run can be
accessed at outrunthestigma.ca/calgary/register/.
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The perfect ﬁt
Calgary designer customizes
her life and business

ANDREA WONG

awong@cjournal.ca

W

hen you walk into Hanna’s Design & Alterations,
almost every inch of the small store is lined
with various garments. At the centre of it all
is the owner Hanna Prochownik, travelling back and
forth between the sewing machine in the back and
the steady flow of customers in the front.
After a long day, Prochownik points to her fitbit and
says, “7,300 steps. Just in the store.”

Hanna Prochownik started making clothing in Poland. Now runs her own business designing costumes and doing custom fittings.
PHOTO: ANDREA WONG
Prochownik later began a business making
ballroom and Latin dance outfits for boutiques,
but because of Poland’s inflation at the time, it was
difficult to make ends meet.
In the late 1980s when Prochownik was 30, she had
had enough. She sold her car, bought an airline ticket
to Toronto and left her life behind.

A LOT FROM A LITTLE

Since the start, Prochownik’s custom designs have
been high in demand. Growing up in communist
Poland, there was a limited selection to buy from, so
Prochownik made do with what she had. Her closet
was always filled with handmade dresses that her
friends would ask to borrow.
Prochownik says her sewing teacher was her
situation. Whenever she had an idea of something
she wanted to wear, she would find a way create it.
“All my life was like that,” Prochownik says. “If I need
a new sweater, I have to knit the sweater. If I don’t
have the wool, I have to rip the old sweater and knit
the new one from old wool.”
28
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An old school photo of Prochownik.
PHOTO COURTESY OF HANNA PROCHOWNIK

A dance outfit Prochownik designed while she lived in Poland.
PHOTO COURTESY OF HANNA PROCHOWNIK.

LIVING
“I didn’t have a plan at all. It was like jumping in the
ocean without swimming.”

STARTING FROM SCRATCH

With very little English and no friends or family to help
her, Prochownik was back to making the best out of
her situation. To support herself and her daughter, she
took on several odd jobs cleaning houses, working in
restaurants and sewing for clothing factories.
When she moved to Calgary, she sent her resume
to the Alberta Ballet “a thousand times every day”
until finally they responded. They called her in for an
interview and asked her to bring samples of her work.
Prochownik showed up with a full suitcase, and they
hired her to help with costume designs and fittings.
Prochownik considers herself lucky to land her
position, but despite the prestige of working for the
ballet, she missed having the space to do her own
designs. She was also spending a lot of time driving
around Calgary doing alterations for other stores.
“It’s different when you have a boss over your head,
and you just see his finger when they show you what
to do, what not to do,” Prochownik says. “The best
for me is to have my own store, because I am free. If
I want to do something, I do it, and whenever I am
obligated with someone, it’s only my customers.”
Hanna’s Design & Alterations opened in 2001, but
it would not be the last time Prochownik worked on
costumes.
In addition to ballet, Prochownik has done tailoring
and custom designs for singers and dancers from

Calgary’s Samba, Latin and Scottish groups. She has
also received requests for Halloween costumes.
Though it is a slight stretch from what she began
with, Prochownik rarely turns away a customer.
“If you like your job, you prove your job every day
even if you don’t know. You are willing to make more
and do more,” she says. “If I can think how to do it, I will
try to do it, and I will do it.”

SEAMING IT ALL TOGETHER

There is hardly a time when Prochownik isn’t busy.
Every second requires her full attention. Every detail
needs to be carried out perfectly. It’s all worth it to see
her customers put on the finished product.
“The biggest happiness is when I do something
that people like. Almost every day there’s satisfaction.”
Though her work often leaves few hours in the day,
Prochownik’s greatest enjoyment hasn’t changed
since her younger days in Poland.
“The most fun could be one week, lots of fabric,
and do my own ideas and make my own clothes
with no rushing for clients,” she says. “Sometimes you

Prochownik has done costume requests for Latin dance groups,
Halloween, pets and ballet.
PHOTO: ANDREA WONG

Prochownik working on a piece in the back room.
PHOTO: ANDREA WONG

have the feeling you just want to go somewhere, no
ending, and you just walk but you don’t have a goal
of somewhere to be. This is like me doing something
for nobody, just for me.”
Prochownik has sold some of own her pieces at the
shop, but she primarily focuses on meeting the needs
of her customers. Prochownik may have to put her
spontaneous projects on hold, but she still has room
to grow.
“Every day is important. Every day you learn
something new. You see different people ... It makes
you feel like your life is full of everything grand”

Handmade wedding gown and dress displayed at the store.
PHOTO: ANDREA WONG

Prowchonik on the phone with a client. Throughout the day Prowchonik navigates between fittings, customer inquiries and alterations.
PHOTO: ANDREA WONG
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Ghost
Stories
ALEC WARKENTIN

awarkentin@cjournal.ca

I

t was during October 2017, in
the basement of the East Coulee
School Museum near Drumheller,
when paranormal investigator and
Ghost Hunt Alberta founder Bonnie
Milner, along with the 17 people
in her troupe of mostly tourists,
encountered what she believed to
be a true paranormal phenomenon.

PHOTO COURTESY OF
BONNIE MILNER / GHOST HUNT ALBERTA

“We had a laser grid pointed at the far wall, because
every time we’re down there somebody sees shadows
darting across the hall, and we’d been trying
desperately to catch this on camera,” recalls Milner.
“We put an [infrared] camera down there, and we’ll
see it with our eyes, but the camera doesn’t pick it up.
“So, we’ve got this laser grid pointed at the wall.
We have 17 people all watching the laser grid, and
something ducks in on one side, ducks in on the other
side, and then comes up and stands in the middle of
the room and then fades away.”
“Seventeen people, in a room, all gasp. But that
wasn’t it, it wasn’t done,” Milner remembers. “The
actual laser grid, something physically turned it
away. “We tried desperately to disprove this, that it

fell over, or whatever, but we could not physically
reproduce it … the only way you could is if somebody
[lay] on the floor and somehow managed to grab the
base, grabbing the things and turning it in a nice,
clean arc, which was almost impossible.
“They’d have to be really tiny, with really tiny hands,
we’d figured out,” says Milner. “Never mind events,
or whatever, in 30 years of doing this, I’ve only on
a handful of occasions, seen something physically
move, and never have I caught it on camera.”
Encountering unexplainable events may not be rare
for Milner, but they are for the paying tagalongs she
takes on upwards of 30 events a year, scouring spooky
places across Alberta to both prove the paranormal
and bring money into historical sites and towns.

A&E

Ghost Hunt Alberta

Paranormal investigator aims to bring new life to ghost towns and sites
Bonnie Milner in front of her kit that she uses for investigations. It includes a handful of recording devices, regular and night-vision cameras, a solar-powered speaker, temperature equipment, EMF
(electromagnetic force) meter, flashlight and batteries, all arranged specifically to be findable in the dark. 							PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN

W

hen considering a trip to Alberta, a few
choice attractions and atmospheres usually
come to mind: Mountains, over-sized
malls and the occasionally-oppressing rodeo theme
perpetuated by the self-professed “Greatest Outdoor
Show on Earth,” the Calgary Stampede.
It’s not often that people think of Alberta’s
paranormal flair, or of the spirits that may still linger in
the province’s boom-and-bust ghost towns. However,
Milner is hoping to change that.
“My quote that I always tell people is: ‘I once
listened to a mouse snore for six hours,’” says Milner,
who started Ghost Hunt Alberta six years ago. “It was
in a cabin in Dorothy, Alberta, and the only thing we
recorded in six hours was a mouse snoring.”
The ghost-town of Dorothy is one such site Milner
and her team return to time and time again, bringing
with them brave and perhaps foolish ghost-hungry
travellers from across the country, with the hopes of
highlighting some of Alberta’s phantasmal history
while bringing in tourist dollars.
“I noticed that in the U.K. and in the U.S., these
paranormal tours were popping up,” says Milner, who
began investigating the paranormal at the age of 14
using her father’s Radio Shack tape recorder. “I thought
that was a fantastic idea. It gets people to have an
experience, shows people what [investigations] are
really like, and it brings money to the communities.”
“I was born here, I was raised here and I’ve spent
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my whole life exploring Alberta,” Milner explains. “We
are blessed with amazing small towns with all these
old buildings. Everywhere I go, it’s like, ‘Oh, have you
heard about this place? Have you heard about this?’”
Through word-of-mouth and the sometimesaggressive contacting of old sites, Milner has
managed to set up a roster of frequented haunts.
What started with the East Coulee School Museum
then led to the Twin Cities Hotel in Longview, the old
Crossroads Bar in Calgary and the Rockyview Hotel in
Cochrane, among others.
“The things I hear going through small towns in
Alberta is that ‘This place is closed, this place is falling
down and no one is coming here anymore,” says
Milner. “‘No matter what, we can’t get tourists out
here.’”
“I thought, ‘Hey, have I got a deal for you: I will pay
money for access to your historic buildings, which will
bring you money, plus I’ll bring in 15 or 20 tourists
into your town for the weekend, they’ll spend money,
and let’s see what happens.’”

“YOU’RE GOING TO HELL FOR WHAT
YOU’RE DOING”

But it hasn’t all been easy, with many of the sites
Milner approaches to conduct investigations not
being too keen on her paranormal purpose for doing
so.
“I get shut down, I get hung up on,” says Milner.

“They won’t respond to emails or letters. I don’t even
get a ‘Sorry, no thank you.’ I’ve even had people say,
‘You’re going to hell for what you’re doing,’ and hang
up on me.”
However, Barb Steeves, executive director of the
East Coulee School Museum, sees no problem letting
Ghost Hunt Alberta conduct its tours.
“We said, ‘Sure, we didn’t mind if they came,’” says
Steeves. “We’ve had the University of Victoria bring
equipment here. We’ve had a number of different
groups over the years come here because of [the
paranormal history].
“First, I looked at it as just a revenue, but [Ghost
Hunt Alberta] seems to be very genuinely excited
about their visits and what they get. I think that’s
great. It’s another area to focus on for the museum,
and it’s certainly another way of getting people’s
interest.”
The haunted history of East Coulee School
Museum, which was re-built in 1985 but originally
constructed in 1930, is tied to the experiences of
former employees, Steeves explains, including the
dog of a former manager.
“There’s been stories of children singing, stories of
a piano playing before there was ever a piano in the
building,” says Steeves. “There was a former manager
whose dog used to go down with him to shovel coal
into the boiler, and one day he just stopped at the
top of the stairs and kept growling and growling.

A&E
throw it out,” says
Milner.
Milner
further
explains that the
lack of a shared
scientific
process
is a major problem
with the paranormal
community,
and
while her approach
is more stringent,
others
such
as
Ghost Adventures
host Zak Bagans
do a disservice to
BUSTING MYTHS AND SATISFYING
the profession by
THE SKEPTICS
The major issues any aspiring ghost-hunter encounters dramatizing events
is non-believers and naysayers, something Milner and for the camera.
“After 30 years of
Ghost Hunt Alberta relish in debating, and the safety
doing
this, I can tell
of guests which is paramount in running a successful
when
something’s
investigation.
actual,
especially
With recording equipment and cameras always
when
it
comes
to
running, Milner sifts through hundreds of hours of
EVP,”
says
Milner.
footage to search for any evidence of the paranormal.
With a “debunk rate” sitting at around 80 per cent, EVP, or electronic Milner shows oﬀ a cabinet full of haunted mementos, collected over 30 years in the business.
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
any potential audio or video of ghostly phenomenon voice phenomenon,
is a means of
goes through rigorous examination.
“I’m strict about my rules on-site,” says Milner. “We capturing paranormal sounds through recorders
usually have a supervisor and ask that they sit in a and white noise.
“It is extremely rare to catch an electronic voice
room and not move while we’re in session. They’re
phenomenon
in a recording that sounds like a human
only allowed to move when we’re moving from roomvoice.
It’s
extremely
rare to get one clear enough
to-room, so I know where they are, and I know what
that
you
can
put
it
in
a video and people can hear it
their voice sounds like.
properly.
So,
If
you’re
getting
two or three of them an
“Guests are told whenever they move or make any
episode,
and
they
sound
just
like
people that work for
noise, they have to say, ‘That’s me,’ and when coming
them?
into and leaving a room, they have to say, ‘I’m not
“Things like, not to pick on Zak Bagans, but I will:
a ghost.’ That way, when I’m going back through a
everything
on that show is demonic,” says Milner.
recording, if I hear a stomach growl — which sounds
“Everything
is evil. I mean, I’ve been doing this for 30
like demons — I know to disregard that.
years,
and
this
is the same thing I tell everybody: 90
“A ghost can walk out in the middle of the room
per
cent
of
the
time,
it’s Aunt Ethel or Grandma trying
and dance in front of the camera, but if I don’t know
to
get
through
to
somebody
to let them know they’re
where everybody is when that happened, I have to
still here.”
“It’s
pseudo-science,
but my argument is … if
the entire community of
paranormal investigators
would get together and
decide on a standard of
conduct and investigation, Some of the objects in the cabinet have had unexplainable
they would bring a
things happen to them since coming into Milner’s possession.
legitimacy to this that we For example, the vase on the left became chipped around the
need,” says Milner. “The TV
top after allegedly falling out of the cabinet when no one was
shows that are out there around .
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
portray it as: ‘All ghosts are
evil, everything is bad.’”
“You shouldn’t. You should go in not believing,
Legitimacy, above all that’s the first thing. Open mind, but skeptical.
else, stands in the way of Question everything. Don’t believe. Come in on
a widespread acceptance one of my investigations, walk in a believer or
of the paranormal, says disbeliever, and see what happens.”
Milner.
“The question I get all
Two key pieces of equipment: The “spirit box,” a device that channels through radio stations the time is: ‘Why should I
at a lightning-fast pace to try and capture paranormal voices, and an old iPhone, which
believe this?’” says Milner.
Milner uses to capture electronic voice phenomena (EVP).
PHOTO: ALEC WARKENTIN
He wouldn’t go downstairs, and he never went
downstairs again.”
That same basement was where Milner and her
troupe had their major experience during an event in
October of last year.
Even still, however, Steeves says most visitors to
the museum come for the history rather than its
paranormal past.
“It’s a small number that’s interest in the ghost
stories,” says Steeves. “I mean, lots of people love
ghost stories, but there’s few that will walk in an ask
for them. There’s more people wanting to learn the
history of the area, and what it’s all about.”
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A Taste of
That Thing in
the Desert
Igniting Burning Man
culture in Calgary
An eight-foot-tall wooden man is set on fire at Beakerhead 2017 as a Burning Man ritual.

W

ANDREA WONG

PHOTO COURTESY OF BEAKERHEAD

awong@cjournal.ca

hat can giant fire-breathing art, mutant
vehicles and a wooden man engorged in
flames teach you about life? A lot, if you’re
willing to step into the world of Burning Man.
Every year Burning Man sees thousands of
people from around the world congregate to
the dusty flats of Black Rock Desert, Nevada. The
abandoned basin is transformed into a makeshift
metropolis dedicated to art and community then
returned to its original state at the end of the
week.
In Calgary, Burning Man has spawned an eclectic
community known simply as Alberta Burners.
The group began 11 years ago with Freezer Burn,
Alberta’s regional Burning Man celebration.
What started as a small gathering in the Prairies
expanded to sharing the culture and 10 principles
of Burning Man with Calgarians.
One of their main events is A Taste of That
Thing in the Desert, which takes place downtown
during Beakerhead in September. The night not
only showcases the community’s talents but also
teaches Calgarians Burning Man’s core values.
Remi Sauve, producer for the event, says many
of Beakerhead’s well-known art pieces are made

by Burners. El Pulpo, the giant flaming octopus,
and Hippo Love Car, for example, are based on
Burning Man’s art cars, which are registered at the
DMV (Department of Mutant Vehicles).
“A lot of other events kind of get stale because
they just have a recipe, and it’s always the same,”
Sauve says. “For Freezer Burn and other Burner
events, everything is always different every year,
so I think it gets better because the people who
keep coming back make bigger and better things
that people can see and get inspired by.”
In addition to featuring performances and art
pieces this year on Sept. 21, Sauve’s aims to give a
real glimpse into what Burning Man is and debunk
common misconceptions.
“I think people have the wrong view when they
think, ‘Burning Man, isn’t that just some big drug,
orgy festival or something like that?’ There are a
lot of principles that are super important and very
transferrable to everyday life.”
Sauve added two things to make the event
better reflect Burning Man: An effigy burn and
free food.
“To the unsuspecting person walking by it could
have been just a free party with DJs and cool art.

When you have a burn and free food it’s like, ‘What
is really going on here?’”
The effigy burn is the climax of the night as seen
in previous years when an eight-foot-tall wooden
man was set on fire in downtown Calgary.

“..it gets better because the
people who keep coming
back make bigger and better
things that people can see
and get inspired by”
–Remi Sauve

William Hosier, a Burning Man veteran and media
manager for Freezer Burn, says the ritualistic burn
is symbolic of living in the here and now.
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Burning
Man’s
10 Principles
“The whole concept of the burn itself is the
fact that experiences are fleeting and they are
now. You need to capitalize on what’s happening
now because you can’t come back to the same
experience.”
A Taste of That Thing in the Desert also
demonstrates Burning Man’s ethos by giving away
free food. Last year, they handed out 300 pulled
pork sliders made by April Lee Baker, a finalist of
Masterchef Canada. As people lined up with money
in their hands, Sauve took the opportunity to explain
the principles of giving and decommodification.
“If they can even learn one of those principles
and introduce those into their daily lives, I think to
me that’s the biggest benefit of our event and to
our local community,” Sauve says.
Other principles Alberta Burners carry out
throughout the year are communal effort,
participation and radical inclusion.
Stacey Scriven, a member of the art group Blazin’
Lily Gals and a Freezer Burn participant for 10
years, says a community aspect is what sets Alberta
Burners apart from other groups.
“Coming from B.C., I found that everybody
in Alberta was so much more friendly and
approachable, and the Alberta Burning Man
community really embodies that,” Scriven says.
“We are responsible for ourselves but we also
take care of each other, and we look out for each
other.”
On their social media platforms, members often
reply to posts for help, whether it’s for setting up
art pieces or buying and selling used furniture. The
community also operates a group called Burners
without Borders where they volunteer with local
groups such as the Calgary’s women emergency
shelter.
“They’re so creative here in Alberta, but they’re
also a real group of doers. They’re out there doing
all sorts of really cool stuff, from helping the
homeless and cleaning up garbage to making this
wild crazy big art,” Scriven says.
According to Sauve, Burners come from all
walks of life. From businessmen to motorcyclists
to grandparents, there is no single description of
someone in the Burner community, and everyone
is welcome to participate.
“A Burner is anyone who goes to these events
and tries to follow the principles, and that could
be anyone,” Sauve says. “Because it’s radically
inclusive, there’s not really a stereotype or box you
can put everyone in. The only way we describe it
is we’re burners.”
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1 Radical Inclusion
2 Gifting

6 Communal Effort
7 Civic Responsibility

3 Decommodiﬁcation
4 Radical Self-reliance
5 Radical Self-expression

8 Leaving No Trace
9 Participation

10 Immediacy

A limo is transformed into a soundstage that features DJ’s from the Burner community.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BEAKERHEAD

Participants dress up as part of Burning Man’s radical self-expression principle.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BEAKERHEAD

Gifting culture is demonstrated by handing out free food.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BEAKERHEAD

13-foot-tall metal flowers built by the Blazin’ Lily Gals for their
Burning Man Honorarium project”Efflorescence”.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE BLAZIN’ LILY GALS

Omatsuri! Calgary Japanese Festival

CASEY RICHARDSON

C

crichardson@cjournal.ca

algary’s Japanese festival celebrates culture,
tradition, and 90 years of diplomatic relations
between Canada and Japan.
Held on Aug. 11, the Omatsuri, which translates to
“festival”, attracted over 5,000 people to Max Bell Centre.
Maureen Coleman, one of the volunteers and
committee members for the festival said the festival
began with an idea from a couple of the original
committee members.
“Ted Wada and Rocky Oishi, really came up with this
idea that in Japan, once a year, many small towns have a
festival and it’s an opportunity for them to come out, do
a number of activities to bring the community together
and celebrate.”
Run completely by volunteers from the CalgaryJapanese community, this event has taken place since
2011, starting with 1,000 people attending and growing
each year.
“When you go to Japan, just about every city, from the
south to the north, [has] this festival in the summertime.
This is a celebration of health and happiness, and family
union, just everything for the great harvest. That’s one
thing that was lacking in Calgary and this is something
we wanted to bring in,” said Wada, chair of the Omatsuri
committee.
The event this year was the first time Japanese
restaurants joined in, as well as adding a sake fest.
Previously, volunteers had brought in all the food
themselves.
Coleman adds that “there are about 7,000-8,000
Japanese people in Calgary, which is a pretty small
percentage when you look at the millions of people
that are here in Calgary. Certainly, I think it is to give
Calgarians a taste of Japan and Japanese items and
things like that — so many people now travel to Japan.”
“A lot of people come wearing the Japanese kimono

and yukata. One comment I heard is when they come
here they feel like they’re in Japan,” said Wada. “That
means we’ve done this right and I’m so happy there are
so many people taking it in and learning something
about Japan.”
Alongside the traditional Japanese dances,
performances and singers, members from the ChineseCanadian community have also performed. The
committee invites representatives from another Asian
culture to showcase and celebrate every year alongside
their Japanese neighbours.
A couple of the main events celebrating Japanese
traditions include the opening ceremony, where the
Kagami Biraki, or “opening the mirror”, and the opening
of a sake barrel takes place.
“That ceremony is very important for Japanese
people, like an opening ceremony, wedding ceremony,
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completion ceremony, any type of ceremony, we will do
this Kagami Biraki,” said Yasuhiro Washiyama, from Saki
Gami, one of the contributing sake distributors.
The festival also features the carrying of the omikoshi,
a portable shrine for the gods and spirits.
“[It] is carried on the shoulders of an omikoshi team,
and the idea is that while they parade around the
grounds, they jostle this omikoshi and hopefully release
the spirits and raise the spirits of the festival goers, so
it’s really unique to the Japanese festival,” said Coleman.
The consulate general of Japan also joined the
celebration, bringing the Eitetsu Fu-n No Kai Taiko drum
collaboration from Japan for the first time to Canada.
“It’s all a part of, well, in celebration of the 90th
anniversary of Japan-Canada diplomatic relations,” said
Jeremy Davies, who works with the Japanese consulate.
“This is the second or third year we joined in with the
omatsuri and [have] a booth here. We have supported
them and they’ve supported us, it’s been very mutual.”
“Ninety years is, of course, it’s long, but not so long.
I believe this 90 years is a starting push to developing
a new relationship between Canada and Japan,” said
Washiyama.
Wada added “there are many second- and thirdgeneration Japanese-Canadians that live in Calgary
and they also take part in it. The Canada and Japan
relationship is getting stronger and stronger. [I’m]
happy that we can do this for the city of Calgary and also
represent Japan and also the government of Canada as
a whole.”

TOP LEFT: Celebration as the opening of the sake barrel happens and the festival is open.
PHOTOS: CASEY RICHARDSON
TOP RIGHT: The group smashes the barrel open with hammers.
ABOVE: Members of the Chinese-Canadian community preform a traditional dance for the opening ceremony.
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Virus Tropical, directed by Colombian filmmaker Santiago Caicedo, is a coming-of-age animated film that follows Paolo and her interactions with life, sex and family.
SCREENCAP COURTESY OF STRAY DOGS FILMS

Calgary Film!

Calgary’s premier filmfestival celebrates
19 years of showcasing local and
international film
MIGUEL MORALES

mmorales@cjournal.ca

T

he Calgary International Film Festival is currently
coming up to its second decade in Calgary, an
event that brings films from all over the world to
celebrate the medium.
Started 19 years ago, Calgary Film! offers films from
Sept. 19-30 from both around the world and locally
thanks to the dedicated staff such as Steve Schroeder,
executive director of the organization.
“One of the things we spend a lot of time doing
is making sure we are celebrating, promoting and
showing films,” Schroeder said. “This city loves films.
We are bringing people of diverse backgrounds
together for a celebration of films and movies which
people around the world love.”
Currently Calgary Film! will be featuring 200
features and short films from Canada and 40 other
countries over 12 days.
The films are specifically chosen to showcase
innovations in film as well as tell compelling stories.
These include The Hummingbird Project directed by
Canadian Kim Nguyen and Virus Tropical directed by
Santiago Caicedo.
“So literally anybody in the world who has made a
film, whether that is a feature film or a short film of

The Hummingbird Project is a film about “a pair of high-frequency traders who go up against their old boss in an effort to make
millions in a fiber-optic cable deal.” The film, directed by Canadian Kim Nguyen, stars Jesse Eisenberg and Alexander Skarsgård.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ELEVATION PICTURES
Calgary Film!’s Generation Next will showcase films
pretty much any genre or type, can submit that film
for the festival,” Schroeder said. “We are also going out between Sept. 24-27 that reflect the perspectives of
to the world to see what new films are being made, the city’s youth.
“We got a team of local high school students to pick
what are doing well in other festivals, what some of
the most important directors are doing and ask, if it what they think are films most important to show
isn’t part of the festival, for it to be considered part of other high school students,” Schroeder said. “I want
to hear what teenagers think of and what teenagers
the festival.”
Along with the films chosen by volunteers the are watching rather than what a bunch of adults think
organization is also getting Calgary high schoolers teens are like.”
to participate by giving them the opportunity to
Check out calgaryfilm.com for ticket information
choose movies that they see as having an impact on and for the full line-up of films.
their lives.
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Girl
Undefeated
Thriving as a childhood cancer survivor

Samantha Andres after a day’s work at Calgary’s Kids Cancer Care.

I

ANDREA WONG

awong@cjournal.ca

t’s hard to remember a time when Samantha Andres
wasn’t on her feet.
Being involved in sports, working as a full-time
nurse and travelling the world, Andres has lived
nothing short of an active life, and she’s done it all on
one foot.
As the only girl among three brothers, Andres says
she was “very much a tomboy” who loved sports and
being outdoors. When she was 8, a lump formed
above her right knee. There were no adverse effects,
so her parents assumed it was a buildup of calcium.
By July 2003 they realized something was wrong.
Andres was playing soccer with her brothers when
the ball struck the area where the lump was. Andres
dropped to the ground in “the most excruciating
pain” she had ever felt.
She was taken to emergency for an MRI, and days
later it was revealed that she had a cancer called
osteosarcoma. Andres, who had never been to the
hospital before, was told there was a bed waiting for
her at the Children’s Hospital and she needed to go
right away.
Through a whirlwind of biopsies and scans, the
doctors found that the cancer had already spread
to her lungs. They quickly began chemotherapy and
scheduled for Andres’ leg to be amputated.
Andres, now 24, says she blocked out a lot of what
happened next, but she remembers being scared and
not knowing what to expect.
“I think that for a bit there was some denial with
it. I didn’t want to accept that I had lost my leg, and I
didn’t want to accept that this was my new life. I just
wanted to go back to how everything was before.”
For a year, Andres missed school while she went

PHOTO: ANDREA WONG
through chemotherapy. During monthly followups, she relapsed twice and underwent surgeries to
remove parts of her lung.
Re-learning to walk was difficult, she says, but
within two years she bounced back. Though she
dropped a few of her previous sports, she picked up
new ones like flag football and basketball.
“I kind of have just found new ways of doing
everything and new ways of still being active,” Andres
says. “I adjusted to it and got used to the [prosthetic]
leg. Now it just feels like part of my body.”
Around the same time, Andres also started
attending summer camps run by Kids Cancer Care
in Calgary. She went every year until she was 18 and
remembers it as a place where she could be herself
and be with others who had similar experiences.
The camps also had a significant impact on Andres’
outlook on life. Through the teen leadership program,
she had a chance to go to Mexico where she built
homes for low-income families and began to realize
a bigger picture.
“We don’t have control over our lives, and you kind
of just have to accept the turns and the curves that
life throws at you and that it’s not just about you,” she
says. “There’s millions of other people in the world as
well, and there’s more to life than just the little things.”
Other fond memories came from the camp’s
Sunseeker program, which entailed more adventurous
activities like white water rafting and rock climbing. A
highlight for Andres was the three-day glacier hike.
Tracey Stahn, the volunteer and community
programs manager for Kids Cancer Care, has watched
Andres grow up through the camps. She says Andres
never let losing a limb bother her and “used it as
strength rather than letting it defeat her.”
“She has literally half a leg and one-and-a-half
lungs, and not once did she complain and say she

couldn’t do it,” Stahn says. “So right then and there she
was a huge inspiration for me and definitely all her
peers, definitely gave them perspective on what you
choose to do with life.”
Andres once wondered why she had gotten cancer, but
now instead of asking, “Why me?” she says, “Why not me?”
One of Andres’ role models is Terry Fox, who had
the same type of cancer. While she was dealing with
cancer and the after effects, Andres says she was
inspired by how he took a terrible situation and made
it about impacting others.
“I could either be miserable about it and have a pity
party, or I could accept that it happened and use it as
a positive spin to help others,” she says. “We don’t get
to pick the cards that we’re dealt in life, but we do get
to pick our own path and pick how we respond.”
Andres now works as a full-time nurse at the
Foothills Hospital, a career decision that was
influenced by the care she was shown during her
hospital stays. During the summer, Andres also filled
in as a nursing co-ordinator for the same Kids Cancer
Care camps that she grew up with.
“The reason that I go back and I love the idea
of camp is that it is the opportunity for kids to be
kids,” she says. “A lot of time in the hospital they
don’t have control over their life, but at camp it
gives them the opportunity to forget about cancer,
forget about the needles ... and just truly be a
regular kid again.”

“ We don’t get to pick the
cards that we’re dealt in life,
but we do get to pick our
own path and pick how we
respond.”
–Samantha Andres

Stahn and Andres both agree that when adults are
diagnosed with cancer, it is easier to fall into a negative
mindset. Children, on the other hand, respond differently.
Although they may not understand the severity of their
disease or have as much life experience, they are often
more resilient and carry their strength into adulthood.
Next steps for Andres include continuing to impact
children’s lives by becoming a pediatric oncology nurse.
An avid traveller who has backpacked through the
Philippines and Central America, she also has ambitions
of going to New Zealand and Africa.
“Not letting cancer stop me would probably be
something that I’m most proud of,” she says. “I look
at everything that I’ve learned about myself through
having cancer … Everything happens for a reason, and
not every situation is going to be positive, but I always try
to find the silver lining or the little bit of positivity in every
situation that I can.”
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